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Dear Special Educators,

A comprehensive health curriculum is a must in the education' of
excqtional children. Excepting the three "R's", health is probably
the most functional of the skills we can attempt to teach special
children. Through coordinated efforts, from the primary level to
the high school level, proper habits And attitudes can be developed.

When this curriculum guide is implemented, with the vigor
characteristic 'of the Special Educators in our county, there is
no doubt that this guide will help provide improved health education-An our county and-serve as a source of continuous and
sequential health education planning. The teachers, however,
who employ th6 guide in their everyday instruction wilsl give the
curriculum its ultimate test.
We appreciate the cooperation and coordination that as taken]
place to make the health curriculum a vital Dart of the Special
Education program in Cortland County. The forMat in which the
curriculum is presented is most useful and provides many ideas
to teach content.
1t is only thi-ough evaluation by those in the field that
enables any curriculum to be fully and successfully implemented.
Please feel free i/o contact us if-you have any concerns, questions,
or suggestions for improvement of the "Health Education for Special
Children." This curriculum is a good beginning, but only a beginning
to be refined as dictated by the experience of the teachers, who4tilize it.
.

1,

Sincerely yoav
Co --41
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,/
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1

George E. Freebern, Director
Special Education
'--
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Forward

Health Education For Special Children is the culmination of workshdps
funded by the Division UT Drug andTOTTE-tducation and Services, State
It
Education Department, and sponsored by the Cortland-Madison BOCES.
reflects the concerted efforts of many persons. The knowledge and
expertise of the individual curriculum developers/writers are most worthy
of recognition.

This health curriculum guide for special education students is an
outgrowth .of the health education guides which were developed during the
summer of 1974 for use in regular-public school classes within this BOCES
district.,
The eventual, mainstreaming of some handicapped children helped to
govern much of the material inclUded. Therefore, the activities in each
unit were varied enough to provide for individual differences among pupils.
The result has been that the content of the units written specificallyfor
emotionally disturbed or learaing disabled children, and educable mentally
handicapped children was able to follow quite closely the content of the
Referenc s should be made to the original guides, thereoriginal guides.
/ fore, for additional rela y d activities.

TO the writing team s knowledge, this is the first-comprehensive
It will provide the
he special child in mind.
curriculum created wit
teacher with many'ideas and resources. However, there is always room for
modification and suggestions for improvement, any tare welcomed.
.
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The specific goals Of a health education program can,be as many and
howevei, optimal health is depepdent upon the
varied as life itself.
The health education
interactions of knowledge, attitudes and behavior.
program should establish an approach to concepts, generalizations, understandings, facts, values and applications, baaic skills, and decisionmaking processes whLn can serve as keys to gbod physiCal, mental, social,
emotional, and spiritual well-being. All participants in the school health
education program, including teachers and administrators as well as students,
should be assisted in .orking towards:
1..
2.

3.

Acquiring an understanding of his own physical, mental and
social health.
Developing responsibility toward his own and community health,
Acquiring an undertanding that the goals of good health_
result from individual practices and maintenance of those
mental, physical, and,social habits seleCted aS_desirable
and good by society and the tridi'vidual.

4.

5.1'

Acquiring an appreciation of We'value of a healthful life.
Encouraging systematic development of individual human
potential for health, growth and happiness.

These are certain elements necessary fgr success of a health education
program that cannot be written.into axurriculum guide. These essential
elements come from within the 'individuals responsible for,implementing and
carrying out,the progrim:
Comnritment pn,the part of administrators and teaching staff to
a belief i 1h e value and:potential of health education it
most impor., ant.
2.

In view of i the definition of health in terms of its psychological,
.seciolbgical aspects, there needs to be, more
'than in'anyitcurriculum area, a willingness to work
together and lenO support in setting up and maintaining a good
school health educatiOn program - one which is preventionoriented and clearly 'above and beyond the minimal requirements
for drug and health education as delineated yn the Rules of the
Board of Regents and:the Regulatidns of the/Commissioner of
Education.
It is possible t(iiinprove the classroom experiences of health
education students through sincere desire by all directly
involved to utilize to the Oeatest advantage appropriate
resources (including those of a human nature) and/or other
quality teaching aids, materials and devices which are made

physioloqi01

3.

available.
4.'

Support for the concept Of student participation and involvement
in their own teb.rning is a most meaningful part of a sound
health educakTOW,program. Provision should he made for a
diversity of" learning approaches including extension of
learning, to rulti-community se[tings.

6
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A Statement on Philosophy of the School Health Program

Health is an integral aspecti3of every phase of life. Without health
man cannot function effectively in his society. Health can, therefore,
be considered not only biological, but psychologicarand sociological
well-being as well.

The School Health Program, which inclv'es all functions -and services
designed to promote the optimum.health in each child, is a flexible
blueprint aimed at assisting students in developing into independent,
responsible adults,01-0vould.seem that no one, be it student or adult,
can be independent and responsible unless he is. equipped with the health,
necessary to be so; health that is, in part, imparted by knowledge and
understanding of the forces which is for this reason that, with the
guidance of State legislation and the local 'Board of Education, the School
Health Program endeavors to supplement parental responsibility in this
realm. The effective and flexible program must originate with the needs
and interests of the individual. From this baTS, it should continue to
meet the needs of the family, community, nation, and the world...

lAs a result of imparted knowledge, understandings, and good health
habits and.attitudes, we would hope to kindle, promote, and help each
chil
achieve a state of physical, social, emotional, intellectual and
spi itual well-being that would be'conducive to such academic learning
as. he student was capable df acquiring.- In short, we aim at helping the
stu ent to "become all he is capable of being." This is based on the
assumption that health, not being an tnd in itself, is a means to an
end ---- a happy, fruitful life:
-

/

7

li10(a.alLation of a

--N)(11 Health Program

Whatever the organizational plan, the only significant test of its
wOrthwhileness is the effect which it brings to bear on the total
educational program or the opportunity which it affords, children to
learn.

-

When the Sch(-1 health Program is being established or adjusted,
certain guidelincs,or basic principles, if adhered to, will help to insure
its success. These are as folloOs.1.
2.

3.
al,

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

Develop it gradually rather than superimposing'it abruptly.
Though idealistic in its announced goals, it i: realistic in
current performance.
It fosters continuous communication between'all School staff
members.
Special facilities are at its disposal.
'It is interwoven with the instructional program.
It brings its services,to every student,'not just to those
in distress.
It plays an important role in the school's public relations
program.
It is constantly engaged to a process of'self-examjnation.
It insures a balance in services it offers pupils.
4

Once the program is ready to be established, there are certain general
fundamentals which should be considered imits 'administration:
1.

"2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

There should be centralized'control to assure efficient and
effective functioning of the total program.
Adequate budgeting of finances to provide necessary salaries,
supplies, and equipment-should be carried out.
There 'needs to be proper coordigation of various divisions,
departments, and areas.
Selection of teachers and health specialists should be based
on the best qualifications for'the particular school and
community.
Allotment of sufficient time in the school. curriculum for the
health program to function effectively is a necessity.
Oefini.te assignment of duties and responsibilities to leachers,
health specialists, and administr'ative assistants is a must.
Organization of a health teaching progran' should-be. on a

!

school -wide basis.
8.

9.

Consideration of local provisions, stale and local laws, and
requirements pertaining to and affecting the School Health
Program and portainingpto special children should not be
neglected.
'provisions should be made for assuring maintenance of the school
plant and facilities in .a sanitary and hygienlc mariner.
Special measures are necessary to recognize and provide for
phyjeal, mental, emotional, and social 'differences
of ',;tudents.

11.

12.

Methods and plans f;pr safeguaring the :health of teachers;',as
well as of students, should be an integral,part of the- plan.
Thirc should be constant and thorough evaluation of the total
School .Health Progrlm.

8
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Curricu

:s Overview

One area of study which is often lacking for special education students
is that of health education.
7
?_he overall goal of this- curriculum is to assist in developing individuals
with the competercy to function well in society and the ability to cope with
the social, physical, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual dimensions of
man.
This goal seeks to aid in the discovery of self in relation to others
in society and in the world and to implement the concept that decisionmaking is best where each individual has adequate information and experiences
upon which to base his decis-ions.
Decision-making is a cumulative process
which results from a growing awareness of self and a growing awareness of
the healthful alternatives which the health education process provides.

This guide is a vehicle for preventive education, acknowledging that
a primary task of the school is development of positive self-concepts,
helping\students obtain control"over their own lives, and maximizing their
health potentialities.
It offers a curriculum, which helps each individual
examine the meaning and value he desires healthto have in his life and
the life style he envisions necessary to implement his desires and values.
It represents curriculum designed to fulfill personal needs and interests
based on varied ability leVels via being meaningful and relevant to \
5tudents preparing to live healthful, productive and rewarding lives.
This rationale is based on concepts which provide for increasing levels
of information and experiences related to physical, psychological, efld
social development as grade level increases.
There is decreasing breadth,
but greater concentration of information and experiences in various areas
of health education and maturity levels increase providing a continuous
and cumulative effect rather than a disjointed one.
Health Education should:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Represent a major rart of a life -lone, educational procpss.
Exist for benefit of all students.
Represent a process that begins,informally during prekindergarten years and continues throughout adulthood.
Involve tgtal school/community efforts.
By its basic nature, revolve around developing a meaningful,
satisfying and healthy life:

.

This particular guide represents one level of a.planned, unified and
comprehensive K-12 health education program for special children designed,
to:
1.
'2.

3.

/ Meet the needs of a1/1 students.

Be sequential, building on developmental tasks at each nvel.
Be flexible in order to facilitate implemqptation on,a
county-witi.e basis.

4.

include objectives ant learning e/perienuis foi--assisting n
the decision - making process.'
A'
Be easily updated, due to its format,: via replacement of pages
upon their obsolesGence.
,

.

5.

..

.

.

...
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Each topical. area or unit consists of five. basic parts:

,

I.

Overviow.ard Objectims

2,

Concepts
Content Outline
Learnin and Evaluative Activities
Resources

3.
4.
5.

The unit ov.eli,ew gives a brief orientation to the philosophy' regarding
The outline of objectives reflects the cognitive, affective and
the unit.
They signify specific ways students should be able
psychomotor domains.
to think, feel, and act, after completion of the unit of study.

The concepts and supporting content outlines provide necessary background material for behavioral change. Coordinated with these are suggested
resources and learning and evaluative activities from which student,
experiences may be selected in order to promote desired behavioral changes.
Theseresources are not only for students, but also include materials
which are too difftcult ror students' personal use, but valuable for
teachers_in the preparation of lesson plans.
Included among the resources are films which are usually Fisted with
To locate the producer/.
a reference to their Cortland - Madison BOCES.number.
distributor, the teacher should consult the tIIGEM Index of Films, which
is available in most !OCES buildings or other film centers. Of course,
any film or material must be previewed and careaully integrated with classroom activities in order to be of maximum effectiveness.
'

_

The curricular quide contained. herein is specifically designed to tie
descriptive and adaptable in order to allow for variations in school Systems,
teachers, classes and special education students. The tea her may not be
able to expect students with Certain disabilities to be able to spell
correctly 0* write explanations, i,f at all, but by repetition as required
and understand
the student should be able to learn eventually to pronounc
and
process
The
interaction
of
conten
the important vocabulary words.
in licalth education shc,ild lead to the development of prob em-solving
behavior which can be us'd flexibly and in a variety of siAuations^. The
as much as possible beyond fragmented and
goal, therefore, is to
'melocized infornatien to the level where concepts are (*eloped and
upon activities
lo to i- ori the toIchcr wayT::ant to
internalized.
thr,
objectiveF
of
another,
or
to use Chese
from one unit to reilifo,sc,:
activities as a point of departure in devising new ones.

1

.

,
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Content Overview
ti

Teachers need to be very flexible and ready to adapt the learning
experiences to individual learning capabilities. Some,of the studEmts
who may read and write very poorly can'be expectedto be very curious
and verbalize fairly well regarding health. topics presented.

P

Certain special education students, such as the educable mentally
retarded and the trainable mentally retarded, may ha've very little
Words may4ave to be explained repeatedability to transfers, learning.
Any audib-visual materials employed
ly in terms they can understand-.
must be carefully screened prior to use and discussed after use to make
certain the pupils understand the vocabulary and concepts presented.
Emphasis should be placed on learning major concepts not facts that students won't be able to retain. The teachifig techniques and extent or
depth of coverage of materialis governed to a considerable degree by .
the types and degree of handicaps of the children involved.
Rememger that-the mentally handicapped child or adult is not very
different from any other human being. First, this individual is a human
being, and only secondly does he have a handicap. His basic needs-are as
great as anyone else's, but his difficulties in learning, relatinglrnd
coping) may be greater. His behavioral manifestatiOns may be inapp'opriate and because of this so-called negative behavior; his problems are
great.

'Teaching anything to those with learning problems requires special
skills and understanding. Their needs are often more individually
` demanding; and it is usually more difficult to communicate with them.
In preparing this guide, the writers were e pecially conscious of the
tremendous range of special education 5tude ts' abilities to learn.
distinguishable from
There, are handicapped individuals who ate bar
here are those whose
And
the so-called "normal" members of society.
learn
to perform simple
handicaps are so extreme that they may never
The
writers of this
tasks of self-care sucH'as eating or dressing.
education
teachers
using
it already have
1
guide Assume that the spec
and,
differences
of
their students
arrugderstanding of the siMflarities
Therefore,
any
problems.
compared to those students without learning
classifications
of
handicaps
is
generally
reference to types and/or
avoided.

r
t.
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NUTRITION
OVERVIEW

Americans have provided themselves an excess of food. So much isa-Vailable
that obesity is a major-concern and foods and beverage$ are advertised on
the basis of low-calorie content. As a nation, we eat well, but maintaining
adequate nutrition is a major health problem` because as individu0s we do
not!

Without a definite program of nutrition education started at the beginning,
of their school life, children are apt to confine their food choices to
favorite foods.
Likewise, children cannon project benefits into the future
and'so have lttt]e concern or appreciation for what the future will bring
if they fail to eat properly now. Nutrition education should be stressed
to boys as well atgirls. The changing status of the family with working
rncthers and parental sharing of houSehold responsibilities indicates a
necessity for everyone who has influence on children's eating habits to,
be aware of the implications of igood eating patterns. The emphasis and
practice of eatingand choosing the right foods must be learned. Dietary
fads and reducing fads thrive upon inadequate public knowledge and faulty
prattices.
1

4.

The school's t,jor nutritional concern is in the,promotion of sound dietary
habits through stimulating nutritionally-grounded experiences.
4
1s

OB4ECTIVES

4

Differentiate aMongvarieties, forms and sources of food.
2.

plmgare the relationship 'between the foods eaten and, the body's health,

3.

Distinguish between those factors whicli encourage and discourage individuals from eating certain foods.

4. .Aalvze the relationships between general physical development and-the
basic principles of adequate food selection.
5.

6.

Develop acceptable criteria in the selection of foods.
Cite examples of social and emotional influences on nutritional behavior.

7.

Analyze some of the consequences*of poor food selection and eating
patterns.

8.

Apply knoWledge of proper nutrition when selecting one's food.

12

9.

Andlyze current trends and events in society which affect nutritional
status and behavior.

10,

Describe various ways in which the nutritional value of foods.can be
preserved.

11.

Demonstrate aknowled5e of foods belonging to the basic four food

/

groups..

J..
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MA0ORCONCEPTS

1.,,Growing regularly is a sign of 'health.
2.

All living' things need food in order-tmrow.

3.

Optimal growth is dependent on personal health practice
decisions.

and wise.

.

.4.

Work efficiency depetids upon adequate food intake.

5.

Our selection of food depends upon many different "factors.

6.

All nutrients needed for growth. are available, through foods.

7.

Some foods do more for us than others.

8.

One's daily.diet should be planned each day to include foods which
produce sufficient amounts of nutrients and,Calories.

9.

ObServtng proper table manners helpsimake.meals pleasant for everyone.

10.

One's feelings and emotions affect digestion of food.

11.

Certain processes makemodern-day,eating a safe, varied and/interesting
part of,living.

I
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T

CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

Functio n's of Foods in the Body

,

A.
B.

Building body tissues and muscles
Preveriting disease

Building strong teeth and bones
D. 'Prbvidiag energy and heat
E. Aiding in elimination
C..

II.

Nutrient 's and Their Functions
Proteins
A.

Build and repair-body tissues
Supply heat and energy
2.
Carbohydrates
Supply heat
1.
Provide energy
2.
1.

B.

Fats

D.

E.

F.

1.

Supply heat

2.

Provide energy_

Vitamios
Regulate body processes
1.
diseases)
Maintain health (prevent deficiency,
2.
Minerals
Build and repair body tissues
1.
:
Regulate body processes
2.
Water
Regulate body processes
1.
Build body 'tissue
2.

SOurces of Nutrients
ProteinA.
Milk
1.
Meat group
2.
Carbohydrates
B.
Breads and cereals
1.
Vegetables and fruits
2.
Sweets
3.

s

4

,

C.

Fats
1:

Butter and margarine

2,

Oils

D. .Vitamins and minerals
1. .1n all food,groups,
In varying amounts
2.,
IV.

V.

Planning for Good Nutrition
for simple meal planning
Selecting from tho Basic Four food groups
A.
Good snacks versus empty caygOes
B.

clean and free from harmProper Care of Foods (keeping food and water
ful "germs")
A.,. Processing to pre'Vent spoiling
Canning
1.
Drying
2.

15
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4

,Preserv-ing

3.

4. 'Freezing
5.
Refrigeration
B.' Desirable practies in preparing, serving and storing foods
/

VI.

Reasons for Eating
Maintain life
Promote growth
B.
Keep healthy
C.
Satisfy hunger
D.
Satisfy habit
E.
F.
Enjoyment
A.

VII.

Digtstion
Basic struc re of,digestive tract
`
Mouth
1.
Stomach
2.
Small and large intestines
3.
Function of the structures
B.

A.

VIII,

Influence of Environment and Custom on What'We Eat

Yf

4
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. -Observe growth of seeds and plants in soil; use soil with insufficient
nutrients, adequate nutrients and too many nutrients.
2.

Place grass seed in a sponge and add water; discuss the result's with
the-class.

3.

Make .a trip to the farm, pet store or zoo; ask farmer, store or zoo
manager. about foods the animals eat.

4.

Discuss the growth of new cells.

5.

Observe how a cut or injury heals.

Look at onion cells under a, microscope.

Relate to our body cells.

Use charts to show how tellsdiVide.
6.

Keep height and weight charts for individual comparison at 3 month
intervals.

7.

Bring in clothes from last year to try on.

8.

Keep charts of self-testing physical .activities (jumping, throwing,
etc.) to measure individual progress.

9.

Dramatize good

10.
ti

'11.

Make cut-out figures to show good and poor posture.
Observe eating habits of pets; note differences between large, and
small animals, if any.

12.

Compare-your food intake with infant

13.

Discuss:

toddler brother or sister.

Bears need to eat when they hibernate; welnork better if
we eat breakfast; babies are less chubby after they learn to crawl
and walk; we are not hungry when we are sick; we are very hungry

.

when we ,get well.
14.

Discuss lunches or lunch menus:
What foods did, they eat today that Oe.colit gave?
Did they have any foods that grew underground?
Did they have any foods that grew on a tree, on a vine?
Did they contain foods from the basic Four Food groups?

I,

15.; Visit a fruit and vegetable stand, meat market, bakery, or dairy store.
Follow-up the visit with some of the following ev9luative experiences:
Make a chart depicting the vegetables that: ,grow above the,ground;
,/
grow below the ground; that have leaves; are red, yellow, white, etc.
Develop a bulletin board of fruits that grow on bushes, vines', trees.
Visit the lunchroom to ask about the different types of bread that
are baked for school lunches: corn bread, muffins, baking powder
bis±pits, yeast rolls, sweet rolls, etc.

7
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Make a chart depicting foods which come from animal and poultry
sources.

Make a chart of fruits and vegetables available in your community.
Check those you have learned to eat this'year.
16.

Have a play store using stand-up pictures for stock with-empty cans and
Shop for foods.
boxes.

17.

Make a "good foods" booklet.
four food groups.

'18.

Show wvariety of foods from the basic

Make a food chart showing balanced meals from the basic foil(' groups.

19.

Make simple food mobiles from construction paper.

20.

Collect samples of cereal grains in plastic bags to display on bulletin
board.

Foods gOod for snacks.

21.

Discuss:

22.

Display pictures of the "pleasure foods" and tell when they should be
eaten.

23.

Show that some foods'have more of,one nutrient than other foods.
why it is important for us to eat many types of foods.

24.

Discuss the place of candy\and sweet foods i

25.

Visit a dairy to see how mil\ is pasteurized.

26.

Write and illustrate poems or riddles about non-nutritional foods-.

27.

Discuss traditional holiday foods (at home and in other cdtntries).
Make cranberry sauce for Thanksgiving, chocolate Easter eggs,

Discuss

,

the diet.

=

28._ Make butter, bread, jello, applesauce in the classroom.
29.

Serve a good breakfast in the classroom.

30.

Make your own placemats for breakfast in art class.

31.

Cut out niCtures for a
Give each child a paper plate and a magazine.
good lunch, breakfast or dinner, paste on plate; add placemat, plastic
silver and beverage-for an attractive poster.

32.

Why do we
Discuss the nutritional value of raw and cooked vegetables.
cook foods? -Cook foods varying lengths of time and observe, both the
food and, the water each time.

33.- Collect food labels; discuss what the label tells about food that is
inside the container: (Weight, additives, artificial coloring.)

18
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34.

Vis.it The following and'study the role each has to play in providing
'safe food to eat:

Meat *king company
Water treatment;plantCanning factory
Bakery
a5.

List and discuss the foods they ate for breakfast this morning.

36.

Role play ways to encourage a relaxed mealtime and ways to create tension
during mealtime.

37:

Discuss food intake of people involved ln different occupations.

38.

Discuss radio and television advertisements and family food likes.

39.

List foods we have learned to eat which came to us from other countries.

40.

List foods you dislike and find substitute foods supplying same nutrition-

7

-

al value.

41.

Visit the school kitchen to find out!how they store foods to conserve nu(Refrigeration, freezer, cold, dry, etc.)
tritional value.

42.

discuss food fads and.the problem of getting reliable information.
how to tell the difference between food facts and misinformation.

43.

Discuss
List superstitions the pupils or their parents have "about foods.
where they-think these"ideas came from and whether they are based on sound
(Fish is a brain food, white eggs are better than brown-,---etc.)'
facts.

44.

I:elate obesity to caloric intake and output.
energy..

45.

DiSC9SS tabfle manners and-reasons why manners are used.

46.

What'are-the effects of cheerful, pleasant surroundings?

47.

Discuss' whether feelings of happineSS or Sadness influence digestion.

48.

Discuss rest and relaxatiOn in relatiOn to digestion.
moderate activities immediately after meals.

49.

Discuss effects of aluick or hurried meal.

50.

Discuss the advantages of each of the processes used to preserve food.
(Cooling, canning, drying, dehydration, freezing, smaing, salting,
pickling, freeze-dried, flash frozen.)

51.

Expose a variety of foods tb the air at room temperature. Olote how long
Discuss how these foods are ,
it takes for each kind of food to spoil.
"kept" when they are transported and yhen they are in stores.! Identify
the signs of food spoilage: odor, change in texture, change in appearance and color, and change in taste.

19
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Discuss

Determine how our body uses

Importance of

52.

Observe/under a microscope the growth of bacteria or mold that appears
on spoiled food.

53.

Invite a home economist to speak to the class about preserving and enriching food.

54.

Make a bulletin board display of reasons why We eat (growth, energy,
feel better, etc.),

55.

Relate number of accidents, errors, misjudgments, to food intake.

56.

Have a committee check plate waste for a week to determine what foods
are not eaten in the lunchroom from both school served and home packed
Discuss why theselbods were not eaten; discuss how to learn
lUnches.
to like foods.
C;

57.

(Try to makes it sound so tasty others
Write about your favorite food.
Bring recipe to class for others to try. Tell
will want to try It.
its history and any related ustoms.)

58.

Plan a Spanish menu, Italian menu, French menu, etc.

59.

Make a chart of the nutrients listing each one, telling what-it does
and what foods contain adequate amounts of them.

60.

Discuss best ways of spending allowance money on food treats.
size best time,to eat\shacks.

61.

Choose a food such as milk or eggs or a favorite vegetable, Make a
little book chart showing the many ways to serve this food, how the
food aids in growth and development, etc.

62.

Plan a "Food of the Week" campaign to introduce new foods or those
seldom eaten.

63.

Develop a class or'ipdividual recipe booklet to add to from time to
Use recipes they've tried from their own camping or cooking extime.
perience or refer to Scout or Junior Cook Books.

64.

Prepare sample breakfast, dinner, snack, and party menus.
own daily intake.

65.

Prepare charts or posters showing an infant, growing child, construction
worker, a mother, a grandmother, etc. Discuss their individual food needs.

66.

Demonstrate setting\up a table, serving and clearing off.

67.

DiscuSs and demonstrate use of napkins,.utensils, condiments, etc.

68.

Soak some dried food uch as prunes, raisins, macaroni,Ailk and soup
Observe th effect on the food; permit the soaked food to
in water.
it at room temperature for several days. Disremain .exposed to the
cuSs why this soaked f od spoiled, but when it was dried it did not.

20
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Empha-

Compare with

6

.

Have students plan a Sunday dinner meal, Thanksgiving dinner (or other)
us ing local newspaper food ads as references.

21

RESOURCES

Books.:

Food and Nutrition, W. H. Sebrill and J. J. Haggerty, The Life Science
Library; Time, Inc. 613.2
S

The Medicine ShOw, 1963, ConSumer Union, Part II (Chapters 13-17) (Food
Fadism arid .Nutritional Quackery), available through SEIMC
Food as a Crutch, J. Gilbert Wrenn; American Guidance Service, Inc.,
Publishers Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
The Nuts AMong the Berries, Ballantine Books, Inc. (Food Fadism and
-17Efritional Quackery), available through SEMC

Slden, Exercise and Nutrition,'Scott,Toresman and Company, Glenview,
Illinois, 60025
r

.

Bread, BOCES (video cassette), 11 minutes
Chocolate:

Why is Chocolate Sweet?, BOCES\(vid o cassette), 4 minutes

Count Down 4-4-3-2..., BOCES #833-115; 30 min1tes.

Digestion in Our Bodies, BOCES #831-47, 11 minutes
*The Flinn -Flam Man, BOCES #833-118, 30 minutes..
Food:

Story of a Peanut-Butter SandWtch, BOCES,#8327118, 15 minutes

*Getting It All Together, BOCES #833-12, 30-minutes
*The Great Nutrition Turn On..., BOCES #833-122, 30 minutes
How a Hamburger Turns- Into You, BOCES #832-119, 19 minutes'

N

*Look Inside Yourself, BOCES #833-131: 30 minutes
Milk:

From Farm, to/You, BOCES'(video cassette), 13 minutes

Onions and Spaghetti:

rOran4g:

Why Do Onions Make Me Cry ?;

BOCES (video cassette),

Where Do They Come From?, BOCES (video cassette), 4 minutes'

*The Racer That Lost His. Edge, BOCES #833-135, 30 minutes

What's Good To Eat, BOCES #832-199, 17 minutes

22
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Films (Cont.):

* films from Mulligan Stew Series - student comic book-type manuals,
BOCES #P-132, records, and teacher's manuals available upon
request:

Pamphlet:

Hey Kids!, Get Aboard the Good/Ship Vitamin C, Florida Citrus Commission, IiiiTiTaionaT5R School Marketing Department, P.O.
Box 148, Lakeland, Florida 33802. Also spirit duplicator
misters of The Orange Clock, Monthly Calendar, Word Picture
Story, and Four Seasons

Filmstrip & Cassette:

The Healthy. Way in Wonderland - "Chef Ahmalett's Health Diet,"
BOCES #392-22.

Kits:

Cereals, A Food For Today, BOLES #123-24.
Its Breakfast Time, BOCES 11123-23

Story of a Loaf of Bread, teaching unit for primary grades, Continental
CaTing Company, Home Economics Department, P.O. Box 731, Rye, N. Y.
10580
Yardsticks For Nutrition, BOCES #123-28

GaMe:

The 4 Food Groups for Better Mea1,5 Game,-Food and Nutrition Service,
U.S. Department'of Agriculture, BOCES #110-35

Puzzle:

Floor Puzzle: Breakfast, 36" x 24", sturdy puzzle, Trend Enterprises,
Box 3073, St. Paul, Minnesota 55165, .$10.20

23
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4,5

Posters:.

American Institute ofBaking, 400 East Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois
Foodway.to Follow
The Pack-It Meal
Dairy Council of California, 1095 Market Street, San Franciscb, California
Child Feeding Posters
The Four Food Groups
EFLUITEN. for a Happy School Day
We All Like Milk
Wat We Do Day py Day,

Health Education Notebook, Nutrition Materials, BOCES ON-19 includes:
"The Good Foods Coloring Book", U.S. Department pf Agriculture
"Foods Facts and Fun", Black Light, Inc.
"Where We Get Our Food", National Dairy Council
Poster - The Big Four Daily Countdown, Del Monte Corp.
Versatile Vegetable I through VI, Green Giant Corp.
"Eat the 1-2-3-4 Way", National Dairy Council
"Food fakes a Difference", N.Y.S. College of Human Ecology at Cornell
"Milk and You", local dairy farmers

24
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SENSORY PERCEPTION

OVERVIEW

The senses keep us in touch with the world and tell us of our body's needs.
Individuals need to be aware of the work and function of the five main
Likewise, the senses are related
senses -- and some additional 'senses.
to that larger syste; of which they are a part -- the nervous system.
There are warning signs that tell us when the eyes and ears are not function'irig properly and there are specific measures to be followed in caring for
As the child reaches the ages of nine, ten and eleven,
thgse.sense organs.
jt is essential for him to have all his senses functioning optimally if they
have not been before. At this age his academic accomplishment takes on new
meaning, because as he assesses himself in comparison with others, the cnild
develops a positive or negative reaction, the basis for a self image which
will follow him to 'adulthood. For-the child with an educational handicap,
,there will have been many negative experiences in the past, so the ability
to use his senses' as efficiently as possible in school- is particularly important.

He is also becoming old enough to learn how to care for his sense organs
He can'learn th,0 rules for avoiding injury and infection, and
himself.
the importance of regular checkups. He may now be able to care for any
sensory aids he must use. Can he keep his glasses clean and free from
scratches? Can he replace run down batteries in his hearing aid? The
'responsibility will surely increase his appreciation of all he then sees
or hears.

OBJECTIVES

1:

Identify the sense organs.

2.

Value the importance of proper care of the sense organs.

3.

Analyze the general structure and function of the sense organs.

4.

Cooperate in vision and hearing tests.

5.

Explain the need to correct or compensate for vision and hearing deficiencies.

6.

Utilize prescribed sensory aids properly.

7.

Show consideration of others who wear special aids or glasses.

8.

Identify rules for protecting the sense organs froprinjury and infection.

25
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.

There ore five ruin or special senses - seeing, hearing, smelling,'
touching, and tasting.

2.

Most o OUT' learning about'the world around us is gained through our
eyes and ears!

3.

An understanding of the structure and function of the sense organs
develops an awareness of their importance to the individual.

4.

Ignorance of proper functioning of the senses may be detrimental to
the well-being of the individual.

5.

Qualified medical and para-medical personnel should be consulted for
any sensory problem.
The eyes receive light and send light messages to the brain; then we

6.

see.
7.

Sound is produced by something vibrating.

8.

Eyeglasses can help correct near-sightedness, far-sightedness, and
astigmatism.

9.

Hearing aids can help people with certain kinds of hearing loss to
hear better.

10.
.

Taste and smell often "go together" and are frequently called the
"chemical senses."

11.

The sense of touch is actually a group of senses that perceive heat,
cold, pressure, pain,.and so on.

12.

People who are color-blind cannot distinguish certain colors.

13.

Since the sense organs act as receiving stations for impressions of
the world around us, we should dare for them well.

14.

The body works as a unit.

parts are interrelated.

26
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CONTENT OUTLINE

rt
.

The Senses and Their Interrelationships

I.

Special Senses
Vision (sense of sight)
1.
Parts of the eye
2.
How we see.
3.
Common vis9on problems "c
a: Near-sightedness (myopia)
b.
Far-sightedness (hyperopia)
Astigmatism
c.
d',.
Strabismus
e.
Amblyopia
f. .Conjunctivitis

II.

A.

Q.

Color, perception

5.

Visual acuity tests
Care of the eyes and vi§ion

6.

'Eye disorders

a.

6.

First-aid for eye injuries
Eye care and general health
Hearing (sense of sound)
1.
Parts of the ear
c.'

B.

4

2.

How we heaf.

3.
4.

How the ear helps maintain balance
Common hearing defects

5.

Tests of heariftg.

Care of the ears and hearing
The sense of taste and smell'
faste buds in.the tongue :k
2. 'How=we taste substances
;
3.
Cells of smelling sensations in the nose
1.
How we smell substances
5.
Care of the'organs of taste and lmell
Skin sensations
Pressure, touch and pain,
1:
Heat and cold
2.
3. -How the skin sensations help us
6.

C.

,

D.

III.

Sensory Perceptions and Good General Health
A.

Sleep and. rest'
Noffirishing-,foods

C.

D.
E.

Exercise
Protection of our senses
Medical check-ups

k

.&
t
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LEARNic, AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

\

\.

,

Teacher orovides name andMake a bulletin board on the five senses
picture,mf part of body (eye, ear, nose, etc.). Child provides pictures of something to see,, hear, etc.

1.

Have children make a circle-standing close to
Play game "Sharp'Eyes":
Ohe child is in the center
each other, with hands behind their backs.
of the circle; he is the dog. Some child has the dog's bore (any object)
Keep passing the bone
and he passes it guickly'to child next to him.
At some time, thp bone may he passed the opposite way. Those in
on
Circle may only make motion of receiving bane to further confuse dog.
Dog must have sharp eyes to find whp---has the bone. When he thinks he,
knows he may have 2 guesses., If-he guesses Tight, he may still be the
dog - otherwise chijd with bone become the dog.
Play game "Who Calted?": Children form a circle and one child stands
with his back to circle about 15L20 feet away. One child in center of
circle p6ints to another child to ,call the name of the child who is
He
."
As soon as child recognizes caller, he says, "It'is,
away.
If
he
is
If he fails, he changes place with caijer.
has 3 chances.
correct, he changes places with person in the center.
'

4.

Discuss day and night visions. Send one child into dark closet for a
few minutes and upon return let other children look into his eyes to
see dilation of pupils.

5.

Play That Can You See in

6.

Illustrate sound waves by plucking a tightly stretched wire or striking
a tightly stretched membrane (drum) to vibrate it. Listen to a watch
(Different types of sounds.) Put a rubber band around a box
tick.
and pull it to show how sound-waves start'.

1

Minute".

.

7.

Collage of pictures depicting the five senses.

8.

Have Children tape-record their voices.

9. 'Exnlorg poems depicting body senses.
10.

Write poems about the body senses.

11.

Blindfold a student and have him identify various sounds, i.e.
knock on the door.

,

whistle,

Ciscuss eye and ear defects which interfere with normal hearing and
Also discuss how these defects can be compensated for or cor-

12.

vision.
rected.

Collect an assortment of things such As an eraser, a bracelet, a nen,
a bobby pin, a key, a paper.handerehief. Volunteers may be blipndfolded
and the objects handed to them, one by one, to identify. This experiment will show how many things can be identified by touch alone.

13.

,

A
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A

14.
15.

'16.

Darken the classroom and note the'change in color of various objects.
Demonstrate. how sound travels by securing a tuning fork. Strike it
gently 'and quickly place it in a pan of water so that the ends touch
It will make a hawing sound because the prongs vibrate.
the water.
The water will move' with the vibration.

Blindfold a student, have him hold his nose and then try to differentiate between a potato and an apple:

box:Have the children pick
17. -Put the names of several occupations in
out one of these and relate the importance of the different senses to
pilot, telephohe wirer, signallnan, coffee taster.
the occupation, i.e.
18., Make a comparison of the sense involved in radio and television.
19.

Have the children discuss how color is used for safet
0

20.

Have the students discuss situations in which their ears hurt or "pop"
'mhen swimming or riding in, a ear.

21.

Invite the school nurse to discuss the body Senses and eiDlain instruments used in the schpoli, to test hearing and vision.

22.

Blindfold a student and have him hold his nose and
various foods and substances.

23.

Assemble a class library of books about people who have overcome sensory
handicaps.

24.

Go for a "listening walk;"

25.

Make a tape of familiar sounds such as thunder, birds, footstens,,
running water, and a train going past. Ask the children to identify
Older students may wish to borrow the recorder and tape
the sounds.
sounds themselves.

26.

27.

try to identify

Talk about the sounds you hear.

Read a story and ask the children questions, either As yotl go along, or
If they know you are going to do this, they will try harder
at the end.
to listen carefully.
Fill it with common objects
Make a "grab bag"-out of a draw-string ban.
and open the top just enough for the child to put his hand in. Ask him
to choose an object and identify it by touch, without peeking.

28. 'Finger painting is fun if you close your.eyes and draw a picture.
open them and see how well you did without looking.
29.

Then

Little samples of different textures such as corduroy, satin, sandpaper
Talk
and feathers are interesting tapled'onto the pages of an album.
about what you think'of or how you feel when you touch the different
samples.

29
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30.

Shapes such as triangle, circle and square have a whole new meaning
Pave a variety of large and small, and rough
when explored by touch.
and smooth for sorting or Matching while blindfolded.

31.

Put a nuberbf cox or objects on a tray.
them carefully for a, minute or two.
name all the objects they, saw?

Have the children lbok at
Then cover them. Can the children.

Look at a picture or a painting for two or three.minutes with the wh'
class.
Then.reroLT it and ask the children to draw with crayons what

32.

Ask the to make their, drawings as much like they just saw
they saw.
as they possibly can. Then check for accuracy of detail.

efi

1
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RESOURCES

Books:

About Four Seasons and Five Senses, Shaw Radlauer; Melmont Publishers,
Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1960, 811
R

Find Out By louchinq, Paul Showers; Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York,
1961, 152'

how We Talk; The Stoa of Speech, Marilyn Brottman Bennett and Sylvia
Sanders; Medi-51 Books for Young Children; Lerner Publications
Company, Minneapolis,, Minnesota, 1966, 612
B

The Listenin Walk, Paul Showers; Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York,
961, 152
S
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My Five Senses, Aliki; Thomas Y. ,Crowell Company, Mew York, 1962, 612
A

The True Book of SoOnds We Hear, Illa Rodendorf;Children's Press,
Chicago, 11.1iTT(TF7 T.55, 534

What is Sound,

Gabriel H. Reuben', 534
R,

t.

We Read About Sounds and How They Are Made, Harold E. Tannenbaum, 534
T

Films:
;

Alook at YoT, DOGES 4831-244, 13 mitites
Eye Care Fantasy,!BOCES (video casseitte), 8 minutes

Hailstones and Hlibut Bones I, BOCES #831-327', 6 minutes
Hailstones and Halibut,Bones II, BOCES #831-328, 7 minutes.

Inside /Oiit Series: BOT (video cassettes)15 minutes each
A Sense of Joy
.Donna

Kevin, BOCES #842-9, 16 minutes

Vistening, BOCES 4832-97, 14 minutes
I
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Films (Cont.)

Philip and the White Colt, BOCES_#833-134, 23 minutes
Thousand Eyes, A, BOCES #831-315, 10 minutes
Ways to Find Out, BOCES #831-310, 11 minutes

Kit:
Practicing Good
"You - and
"You - and
"You,- and
"You - and
"You - and

Health, BOCES #123-29
Your Ears"
Your Eyes"
Your Five Senses"
Your Sense of Smell and Taste"
Your Sense of Touch"

HEN:

'Sensory Perception Materi.als, BOCES #HN-21'
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DENTAL, HEALTH

OVERVIEW

Are good teeth really important to appearance and health? Watch
or look into the mirror. The lack of
people when they smile.
understanding and appreciation for good dental health on the part of
the parent S and children often results in the neglect of early and
Many other factors, among them frequent and
regular dental care.
excessive consumption of sweets, failure to practice good oral hygie
habits, fear of dental treatment and failure to incrude funds for
dental care in the family budget have all contributed to one of the
most common of all diseases affectingthe American people -- dental
caries (tooth decay).
.

.

.

This is undoubtedly even more true for handicapped children than
for the general public. A handicapped child is less able to influence
If he comes from a family which does not buy
practices in the home.
toothbrushes for the children, or does not take him to the dentist or
limit the consumption of sweet foods, he is not apt to try to convince
his parents to change. This may be due to a child's lack of confidence,
inability to see the cause-effect relationship between dental care and
dental health, or fear of dental treatment.
The result may be even more unfortunate than it would be for a
If there are speech defects for which correction of
normal child.
dental defects could facilitate improvement; if the child has broken
or decayed teeth having a negative effect on his social interaction;
if he has discomfort from the poor state of his teeth, the child'cannot
take full advantage of special educational services or any other_
opportunities for growth.

1

Dental health has a direct bearing on general health and deserves
the attention of teachers and students at every level.

OBJECTIVES

Suggested Pupil Outcomes:
1.

Develop favorable attitudes toward caring for the mouth and teeth
reflected in habitually practicing good dental hygiene.

2.

Describe how dental health is a necessary requirement for a good
appearance.

3.

Encourage parents to provide periodic professional treatment.

33
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4.

Distinguis,h between practices which promote and those which hinder
development and health of oral structures.

5.

Utilize sound protective measures against accidents to oral
structures.

6.

Value the continuous need to improve dental health status.

7. 'Describe the functional characteristics of the oral structure.
6.

Value the role of proper diet in the development and maintenance
of dental health.

34
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.
2.

'3.

The number of teeth-we have changes as we grow.
wily care is important to dental health.
'Teeth have'structures to serve specific purposes.

4.

The teeth are calcified structures fixed in bOOy sockets in the
upper and lower jaws.

5.

Food habits influence dental health.

6_

Caries usually begin with a small hole, usually in a fissure or
flawof a tooth, in an area where food may be lodged, or where
it is difficult to remove foOd by b shing.

7.

Preventive measures for periodontal diseases include proper
tooth care, a well-balanced diet, and regular visits to the
dentist.

8.

Traumatic injury can crack, loosen, or knock out teeth possibly
causing malocclusion and affecting speech patterns.

9.

Safe play habits must be developed to avoid tooth injury.

10.

Daily personal care promotes dental health.

11.

Dehtal supervision is important in controlling dental disbrders.

12.

Our teeth should be a permanent part of our bodies.

35
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

How a Tooth Grows and Develops
A look at the structure of a tooth
1.
Root
2.
Crown
3.
Neck
U.
Let's analyze the composition of a tooth
A.

1.

Enamel

2.

3.

Cementum
Dentin

4.

Pulp

Periodontal membrane
Let's look at the kinds.of teeth and their jobs
.1.
Types
a.
Central incisors
b.
Lateral incisors
c.
Cuspids
d.
Bicuspids
e.
Molars
2.
Functions
5.

C.

II.

Nutrition's Important Role in Dental Health
Foods necessary for maintaining oral health
B.
Vitamins and minerals needed for good dental health
G.
Certain kinds of foods that are detriAntal to good dental
health

A.

III.

Problems Do Arise!
Malocclusion
1.- Definition
What it'is
2.
Causes - What its causes are
3.
Treatment - How it can be treated
4.' Prevention - What you'can do to prevent it
B.
Dental caries
1.
Definition - What they are
2.
Causes - How they develop
3.
Treatment - What can be done to correct them
4, Prevention
How they can be prevented
C.
Treatment and prevention of some common periodontal diseases
1.
Gingivitis
2.
Vincent's infection
Trench mouth
A.

.

3.

D.

Periodontiti's

Traumatic injury
1.
Common causes
'2.
How various injuries are corrected/treated

36
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IV.

V.

Maintaining Oral Hygiene
A. Proper brushing
B.
Massaging
C.
Rinsing the mouth
D.
Use of dental tape or floss
E.
Prevention of injuries_to the teeth
F:
Good dental health habits
G.
Fluoridation
H.
Good nutritional habits
Roles of dentistsPrevention of dental problems

A.

B.

C.

Correction of dental problems
Special types of dentists
1.
Orthodontist
2.
Pediodontist - children's dentist

37
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LEARNING AND'EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1.

Compare the teeth with other cutting and grinding machines.

2.

Meke a table display called "using the right tools", have some
things for which children should not use their teeth (bottle caps,
nut, etc.). peside each one place a toll or picture of a tool
that should be used.

3.

Have a child hold up a forefinger and middle
Demonstrate floss-ing.
finger firmly together. Gently move a strand of dental floss
Fold
(wound around your forefingers) between the upright fingers.
the dental floss around one finger moving upward to remove food
plaque. Move the floss down again and,up around the other finger.

4.

Distribute toothbrushes and small tubes of toothpaste for all
(Often available free from major
children to take home and use.
manufacturers.)

5.

Make toothpowder in class. Students mix the following ingredients
in the proportions indicated: 1 teaspoon salt, 2-3 teaspoons
baking soda, and a drop or two of oil of peppermint, wintergreen
Have pupils take some home to use when brushing
or cinnamon.
teeth.

6.

Discuss and diagram a tooth, showing and labeling each part and
naming its function.

7.

Discuss the importance of taking good care of primary teeth even
though you will be losing them.

8.

Discuss the types of teeth various animals have and relate the
kind of teeth they have to the kind of food tbey eat.

9.

Show how teeth aid in digestion by experimenting-With sugar and
Put a whole lump of sugar in one glass of water and a
water.
crushed lump in another glass. Stir each and observe which
dissolves more quickly; cut or crushed food can be changed more
easily into liquid form so that our bodies can digest it.

10.

11.

12.

06
13.

Chew a piece of bread until it begins to taste sweet; discuss in
relation to chewing and digestion.
Use "tes-tape" (available at drug stores) in saliva following the
eating of certain foods to show presence of sugar in food.
Estimate the cost of the "sweet tooth" habit, and compare it with
the estimated*cost of more wholesome food.

Cut rarshmallbs and apples with knife to demonstrate differences
as to how-food sticks.
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14.

15.

16.

To show that acid will weaken substances containing calcium (such
as tooth enamel) place a whole egg in a bowl of vinegar (acetic
acid) for about 24,,hours. The egg shell should become soft as
the vinegar decalcifies the shell.
Determine how many class members have-had accidents injuring.
teeth. Discliss how they might have been prevented.
List activities which might damage enamel (biting hard objects,
opening bobby pins, cracking nuts, chewing pencils, chewing ice,
chewing hard candy, pumping drinking fountain,-fall-ing off
bicycles or skates, etc.).

1].

Discuss malformation ofteeth and how teeth depend on each other
for alignment.'

18.

Discuss the decay process through posters on bulletin boards.

19.

Draw pictures of healthy and unhealthy teeth and discuss mouth
and tooth diseases.

20.

21.

Make paraffin models. Bite on paraffin which has been slightly
Illustrate
Fill paraffin model with plaster of paris.
warmed.
occlusion.

Demonstrate proper ways to brush teeth and discuss time for brushing
them.

22.

Perform (either at school or at home) disclosing tablet test to
(Your dentist or
demonstrate effectiveness of toothbrushing.
about
securing a
local dental societpcan provide information
supply of these tablets.)

23.

Discuss the value of the use of toothpastes or toothpowders.

24.

Bring in toothpaste advertising.

25.

26.

Compare and evaluate.

Observe one's own teeth in 3 mirror to determine-how clean they
Observe any debris by removing some with toothpick and
are.
observing under microscope.
Demonstrate relative value of brushing, swishing or chewing raw
vegetables., Six students eat chocolate cookies; then have one
brush with water, one swish end swallow, oe eat apple, one ,eat
carrot, and one eat celery and one does nothing. Compare
residue left on teeth.

27.

Conduct a smile campaign with emphasis on mouth cleanliness.

28.

!rite group letter to state health department requesting
in ormation about fluorides.
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29.- Invite dentist to tell NT he can repair broken teeth, or send/
small group to dentist tol)repare.report for class on how he
makes repairs and cost.
0,

30.

Discuss reasons for regular visits to dentist.

31..

Discuss how to make dental appointments, why it is important to
be prompt, and how bo remember appointments.

32.

Survey lunchroom menus for a week. Record foods containtliq
'nutrients for dental health and foods that are nature's
"toothbrushes".

33.

Make posters` illustrating how teeth. affect appearance.

34.

Diagram and discuss teeth Showing progress of decay.

35.

Write a brief paragraph in answer to question:
to take care of our teeth?" \

36.

Write safety jingles, limericks% slogans relating to the care
and protection of the teeth.

37.

Investigate reasons for and results of orthodontic treatment.

38.

39.

"What must we do

Using a 3 minute eggtimer, a plastic model of teeth or a plaster
of paris model supplied py a dentist, demonstrate the correct
method of brushing the Veeth.
Place apples
Have students make tooth impressions in an apple.
Ask each student to identify his own apple.
at random on a tray.
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RESOURCES

Books':

Dentist's Tools.Cai.olyn Lapp; Lerner Publications Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1961, 617.6

Health and Growth Series, Grades 1-8, Scott, Foresman and
Company, Glenview, Illinois 60025

Films:

@entist in the Classroom, BOCES,A32-73, 15 minutes
Project Teeth, BOCES #832-72, 14 minutes
,

Tommy's Healthy Teeth, BOCES #831-150, 11 minutes

Kits:

Dental Health School Presentation Kit, pamphlets, posters, _toothbrushes, and toothpaste, Proctor and Gamble, P.O. Box 599,
Cincinnati, Ohio, (Professibnal Services Division), materials
available through American Dental Association, 211 East
Chicago, Illinois '60611
Learning-About Oral Health - A Prevention-Oriented School

Program,

Level II -7=0,Wilcan Dental Association

Filmstrips:

Billy Meets Tommy Tooth, American Dental Association, 211 East
Chicago Avenue, Chicago,Illinots 60611

'

Good Dental Health Is 11.2. To You, Professional-Services Division,

Proctor and Gamble, P.O. Box-5O3, Cincinnati, Ghio -45201
The Teeth, BOCES #401-13
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Filmstrips and Records:

The Healthy Way in Wonderland - "The Neat Bird", BOCES #392-22
How to Be A Good Landlord to Your Teeth, BOCES #392-21
i

Your Mouth Speaking, 7 filmstrips, Walt Disney Educational
Materials, Department F, 800 Sbnora Avenue, Glendale,
California 91201-

One Act Play:

"The Toothache Mystery", American Dental Association
0

For information about Dental Health Education materials such as
fluoridation, professional aids, periodicals, pamphlets and audio
visual materials write to:
American Dental Association

Oren of Dental Health Education
211 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
A catalog and sample copies-of printed materials are supplied FREE.
upon request.
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HEALTH STATUS AND DISEASE PREVENTION AND CONTROL
OVERVIEW

.

Pupils can be helped to achieve and maintain lasting fitness through
sound programs af'health education and physical education, especially when
they compliment each other. This is true for.all children, despite variaBecause physitions in the skills which they bring to physical activities.
cal fitness is'not directly related to academics, ifis an area in which
children with severe academic problems can achieve emotional growth through
pride in their accomplishments. Confidence is developed, with the result
that the child is willing to, try tasks which seemed impossible before, both'
in the gym and in the clasSroom.
The school health education program, especially its physical fitness
portion, should be related to the physical education program, for each
Children can learn to use their bodies more efreinforces the other.
ficiently when they understand a few of the basic facts about structure
Knowledge of good health practices can also improve perand .function.
formance in sports and games.
In sodle,cases, the children with 'a disability may have had so many
unpleasant contact's with doctors and hospitals at an early age; that they
are fearful of all health personnel. With these children it is essential
to develop an understanding of the vital services these individuals per'form and of the fact that their help can be preventative, too.

Because most children with academic limitations have not only obse6ed the fact that variation exists among individuals, but have suffered
intensely from feelings of inferiority, teachers of health education should
help each child lean n to measure his present skills by his own past skills,
and his present performance By his own past performance, rather than comparing himself/herself with other children.. The child can be shown that
this is a technique, borrowed directly from the,health personnel, and that
it is only one of many Ways that doctors, nurses, and others can help.

p
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OBJECTIVES

.

1.

List the basic steps necessary for body fitness.

2.

Describe the roles of various school health personnel in the total
school health program.

3.

Relate the'role of community health personnel in preventing health
problems and improving health status,

4.

Define those-daiTy activities which have a positive effect on personal health.

.5.

Evaluate personal health practices as they relate to health status,

6.

Describe how growing and developing occurs,unevenly for body parts,,
systems and functions.

7.

Predict the kind of growth and developmental 0{anges that may occur
during adolescence.
.

.

8.

Describe the communicable disease process.,`

9:

Identify man's role in the transmission Of disease.

/
10.

Identify fundamental principles of disease prevention.

11.

Demonstrate personal habits that will protect oneself and others from
communicable disease.

13.

Differentiate between communicable and non-communicable disease.

13.

Describe the body's natural defenses against disease.

14.

Conclude that immunization prevents and controls some diseases.

..,
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.

2.

The individual has a definite responsibility for his'personal health
and fitness.
It is important for the individual to appreciate, understand and take
into careful consideration the findings of the many people concerned
(Physician, nurse-teacher and dental hygiene
with his gealth status.
teacher, etc.)

3.

The health examination is valuable in detecting early signs of defects,
disease and growth variations.

4.

Physical acIivity should be planned as part of one's daily routine.

5.

Sleep, rest, and relaxation prepare the body for work and. play,

6.

Engaging in hobbies, or changing one's activities' helps one to relax.

7.

When posture is good, the bones and muscles are aided in working properly to keep the body in balance.

8.

All communicable diseases are caused by infectious agents.

9.

Many diseases, such as degenerative diseases, which attack man, cannot
.
be transmitted from one pers6m:to another.

10,- Age, sex and'heredity sometidinfluence an individual's susceptibility
to disease.
11.

Great differences exist in height-, weight and body build among children
- all of whom may be quite healthy but growing, in the way that is right
for them.

12,

Some disease, control measures are, very specific (rmunizati-on) while
others are very general (sanitation).

13,

A disease is not limited to one locale - it cansPre'ad from community
to "community; from one country, to another..

14.

Good sportsmanship adds to the enjoyment of play activities.

15.

A cause-effect relationship has been established between germs and

e

disease.

-

16,- Group behavior may affect the health of each individual in the group.
o

17,

All good grooming practices are important to one's appearance and health:
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

II..

Our Health Can Be Measured
Each person is different
A.
B.
Health- appraisals are part of our school program
1.
Medical check-over
2.
Seeing and hearing
3.
Teeth and gums
4. "How tall and how small

Appraising a Persons Health
A.
Indicators of positive health behavior
1.
Responsibility to self and others
Responsibility of 'the classroom teacher
Responsibility of the'parent
Personnel interested in the health status of the indillidual
1.
Health service staff
a.
Physician
b.
Nurse-teacher
c.
Dentist
d.
Dental hygiene teacher
2.
Other school personnel
a.
Psychologist
b.
Guidance counselor.
Speech therapist
c.
d.
Reading specialist
Social worker
e.
Attendance teacher
f.
2.

3.
B.

,

III.

A Perspective on Health
A.

Plan

3.

Proper nutrition
Sleep, rest, and relaxation
Avoiding habit-forming and addicting substances

4.

Safety in everyda.y, activities

1.

2.

Caring for the'skin, hair, and nails
6.
Good posture habits
a.
Standing
b.
Sitting
-c.
Walking
Health status and individual'differences
1., Social-emotional fitness
Physical fitness
2.
5.

.

B.

IV.

The Hidden and Obvious Nature of Disease
Communicable diseases
1.
Definition
Transmission
2.

A.

a.

*Germs

b.

Vectors such as man and animals
Other vehicles such as soil, plants, food
water, and air.

c.
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V.

Modern Disease Control
A.
Immunization
B. Public health measures
1.
Sanitation
2.
Research
3.
Diagnostic techniques

,C. Health Education
%,

1.

2.

School
Home

Public health education
Treatments
1.
Medical
2.
Surgical
3.
Rehabilitation
3.

D.

VI.

Significance of Disease'
Personal efficiency
B: ,Longevity
A.

c-

,..

i

I
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1.

Bring in and display pictures of your favorite sport or sport' hero.
Discuss this activity or personality with class.

2.

Discuss the reason for playing outside when possible.

3.

Activity:

4.

Perform strength building exercises anq stunts.

Examine sport pictures and relate the contribution of each activity
.tb physical fitness.

5,

Give examples of good sportmanship in play activities.

6.

Dramatize and discuss good sportsmanship.

7.

Dramatize what happens when pupils do not get enough sleep.

8.

Write about or draw pictures of favorite ways to exercise.

9.

Discuss the kinds of outdoor activities participated in at school and
at home and what they contribute to health.

10.

Construct figures with pipe cleaners or Clay demonstrating various
physical activities.

11.

Assemble a human body by citing out pattern of separate parts, then
assembling them with brads; dramatize movements of body parts on
finished figures.

12.

Have school nurse-teacher visit class for a preparatory talk before
physical appraisals, wei hing and measuring, vision and hearing
testing.

13.

Have dental hygiene teacher come to class for preparatory talk before
dental appraisal.

14.

preparation for school, washing face and hands, combing
Pantomine:
hair, and putting on clothes.

15.

Oil one sheet of paper and sprinkle dirt and dust on it. Sprinkle
dirt on a -clean sheet of paper also. Relate it to skin cleansing.

16.

Puppet play of a child/who argues with his parents not Ito go to bed.
Older sibling,comes in to explain benefits of sleep.

17.

Play records for certain movements.

18,

Have child help in maintaining an appraisal of health status checklist.
Positive Signs
1.

2.

3.

4.

A strong well-built skeleton'
Sound well-formed teeth
Erect posture
Healthy color to skin

0
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5. Well-developed muscles
6. "A moderate padding of fat
7.
Eyes bright and clear
Facial exkession alert and happy
8.
Hair smooth, glossy and luxuriant
9.
Child reports sound and refreshing sleep
10.
Child reports good,appetite, good digestion, and regular
11.
elimination
12. _Mucous membranes of outh and eyes are reddish pink
13.
Fingernails and ears re a reddish pink as seen under light
19.

Call_the
Have students pass a ball representing germs to one another.
Discuses.
ball "Chicken Pox," "Flu" or some other childhood disease.

20.

Ask children'to tell of individual experiences when ill - who was first
Have them construct posters showing the 1
to help, who did what, etc.
people who helped.

21

Use an atomizer to demonstrate how coughing and sneezing spread gersm.
Contact local American Lung Association for photographs showing actual
range of cough and sneeze spray.

.

22.

Have nurse talk about tuberculosis and the tuberculin testing program.

23.

Discuss-the importance of a "runny" nose when one has a cold.
this to irritaion'caused by germs.

24.

Discuss the importance of using your_own toothbrush, handkerchief,
drinking glass, etc.

25.

Explain-how germs enter the body through cuts in the skin; explain how
to cleanse and why this is important.

26

Discuss what life for children must be like in countries where there are
few or no doctors.

27.

Have students draw pictures illustrating ways germs travel, such as by
touch, various insects,'milk, water, food, etc.

28.

Have children design TB/RD Christmas seals.

29.

Invite a pediatrician and/or psychologist to class to discUss how individuals grow and develop physically and emotionally.

30.

Discuss some current figures who are accomplishing in spite of handicaps.

31.

Discuss the reasons for visits to the physiciandentist, dental hygienist, school nurse and school psychologist.

32.

Have the class name and describe other health personnel.

33.

Let the childreli listen
Display doctor's instruments or pictures of them.
Discuss
the
values of an annual
to the heart and lungs with stethoscope.
health examination.
.
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Relate

1

34.

Discuss the effect of exercise on the heart, ci culation and respiration.

35.

"How can children and adults get the e ,ercise they need living
Discuss:
in'this mechanized society."

36.

Class discussion of all possible ways to prevent spr ad of disease.
Review with the students the things they can do to he p keep from
spreading disease germs: wash their hands before eati g and after
using the toilet; cover coughs and sneezes; keep pencil and fingers
out of the mouth; use their own towels and washcloths; avoid drinking
_from a common drinking cup; and stay home from school if hey have a
cold.

Students might discuss how they and their families sometimes elp improve the health of children around the world.
This is done b Halloween collections for UNICEF -'a branch of the World.Health Orga ization
devoted to the welfare of the world's children.
Purchase of UNICEF
Christmas cards and note paper also helps provide money to aid UN CEF
in its works.

,37.

38.

Examine drops o;' water (rainwater, river water) under a microscope.
Report on types of living organisms found.

39.

Stress that the immunity acquired from having a disease is more effecti
than the protection achieved by vaccines. Naturally acquired immunity
But having a disease carries with
lasts longer, often for a lifetime.
it certain dangers. Thus, measles may have complications that lead to
deafness or blindness. The use of vaccines to keep people from having
communicable diseases represents a giant step forward in preventive

.

f

medical 'care.

.

40.

Ask pupils to tell what they would look for if they were sanitary inspectors: at a restaurant, at a dairy, at a dairy farm, at a food store.

41.

Pupils may wonder why pasteurization is necessary if safety precautions
are taken at the dairy farm and en route to the dairy. It is necessary
because some milk is still handled unger,conditions that are not ideal.
Improper cooling or inadequate protection against flies, dirt, and
droplet infection are among the conditions that may exist. Thus, pasteurization is, an essential safeguard, not a substitution for cleanliness.

42.

The class might take a trip'through a local restaurant or food store at
an off-hour. The purpbse would be to elicit information about the procedures used for maintaining cleanliness, for preventing food spoilage,
If the entire class cannot go, an
and for obtaining certification.
individual might volunteer to make the trip with his parents and report
to the class.

43.

Discuss controls of communicable diseases and non-communicable diseases
how they are alike and different. Make posters or bUlletin board dis-

44.

When they are studying about air pollution, pupils might be asked to prepare an outline on the subject. Using these main topics - Sources,
Effects, and Methods of Control - they might supply subtopics. Two
books you might recommend to your pbpils while they are studying about
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air pollution are John Marshall's The Air We Live In - Air Pollution:
What We Must Do About It (Coward) and Alfred Lewis' Clean the Airl

45.

Bacteria Experiment:
Show that germs "like" a warm, moist, 4nd dark
atmosphere incorder to thrive and multiply.
Crush several dried beans. Place half of the beans in each
of two containers. Cover with water. Store one of.the containers in a warm, dark place and the other one on the classroom sill.
After several days note the results.
Secure two apples. Peel them and place one in a dark moist,
warm place; leave the other exposed to the air and sunlight.
Note the results in a few days.

46.

To demonstrate the need for refrigeration in preserving foods,' obtain
two glasses of milk and cover them. Put one in the refrigerator and
leave the other outside at room temperature. Compare the milk in each
glass for several days noting the difference in appearance, texture
and taste.

47.

Review With pupils some ways of finding out about the local water supply
and about what efforts are made to avoid pollution of it: for example,
by asking parents, by talking to neighbors, by writing a letter to the
city water department for information, by writing to the state Public
health department, by doing research at the public library, by reading
current articles and news items on environmental pollution.

48.

Preparation of,a "Health and Disease" notebook by each student, or committee.

49.

Discuss the opportunities for individual and group sports within the
community.
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RESOURCES

Books:

The Human'Story, BOCES; Scott Foresman Co.

Karen Gets a Fever, Gilbert Miricem; Medical Books for Children;
--Lerner Publications Company, 241 First Avenue North, Minneapolis,
Minnesota

55401

Pathways to Health Series,-J. Keogh Rush; Globe Co., Inc., 175 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10010
Peter Gets the Chicken Pox, Marguerite Rush Lerner; Medical Books for
Children; Lerner Pii5Tications Company, 241 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401, 1959, 618.92
L

The True Book of Your Body and You, Alice Hinshaw; Children's Press,
Tificago,
1907613
H

Your Wonderful Body, Robert J. R. Follett; Follett Publishing Company,
,

611
F

Films:

Alexander Learns Good Health, BOCES 4831-8, 11 minutes
Be Healthy, Be Happy, BOCES #831-189, 11 minutes
Bright Life, Midwest Film Studios, 6808 N. Clark Street, Chicago
Clean and Neat with Ham/ and Marv, BOCES #831-403, 11 minutes
Mechanics of Life Series:.
n minutc-Blood and r4rrnleion, PAPP'.
Bones and Joints, BOCES #831-257, 9 minutes
Breath-51T and Respiration. BOCES IM31-2;2, q minutes
Muscles and Movement, BOCES #831-260, 10 minutes

Scott Goes to the Hospital, BOCES #831-404, 11 minutes
Sleepyheads, BOCES 4831-314, 10 minutes

52

Filmstrip:.

How to Catch a Cold, Walt Disney, Glendale, California

91201, $3.O&'

Filmstrip and Cassette Set:

The Healthy Way in Wonderland, BOCES #392-22

Pamphlet:

The Story of Morris tile Mule, by Jane Little - from the York-Toronto
TB anTlfE7Filory Dise-ase Association
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DRUGS, ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO
OVERVIEW

Until recently tobacco smoking Was something that one could take or
leave without undue concern that smoking presented any obvious risk to
health or life. Today, physicians and other scientists know about possible hazards in smoking, especially ciaarette smoking,,yet controversy
over this subject still continues.
A handicapped child usually does not understand the euphimistic
statements which cigarette manufacturers use to comply with federal
regulations about advertising. Who is the Surgeon General? What is
the difference between "hazardous" and "dangerous?" Formerly it was
assumed by both parents and educators that-the subjects of alcohol,
drugs and tobacco would be-handled, and rightly so, within the home.
However, many parents find these topics too difficult to deal with in ran unemotional way. The teacher.must take the responsibility for inter-,
preting manufacturers' attenuated warnings --"Cigarette smoking may be
\\hazardous to your health.."

\ What is the most effective way to communicate this idea? In such
fieT4s scare tactics have been shown to be less effeCtive than an approackwhich emphasizes the positive. Teaching that a person who does
not said e feels better, can breathe more efficiently for active sports,
11 his money that he would have spent on cigarettes left for
and has
more inter sti6g pursuits, may well have better, results.

Similarechniques
can be used with the problems of alcohol abuse
N
Interpret
what the child is reading and hearing in
and illegal
im'afrare.of, the dangers, but emphasize the positive
aspects of avoiding thesepeoblems. The level on which the discUssion
is held can vary, but the topic is one which is of interest and value
to every child.
the news.

Make

i

4.
115
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OBJECTIVES

1.

2.

Use prescribed drugs and volatile substances in a sensible manner which
will contribute to. long -range good health for themselves and for those in
their community.

3.

Relate an understanding of the factors which contribute to drug abuse.

4.

Develop an awareness of the laws governing drugs and ,narcotics.

5.

Identify the kind

6.

DesCribe the varieties of drug use.

7.

'elalyze the various ways that drugs affect

8.
'

Express an awareness that drugs and household chemicals have proper uses,
but that their potentially dangerous nature demands the s.tudent's respect.
o

9.

f mood modification caused by drugs.

°pie.

.elate the basic role drugs play in the control of disease and pain.

Explain how personal, social, family and environmental forces influence
idiug use, non -use or abuse.

10.

Conclude various relationships of drug abuse to personal and social
consequences.

11.

Analyze the factors which influence self-medicationo

12.

Examine hon.the media influences the use of over-the-counter drugs.

13.

Differentiate between prescription and non-prescription drugs.

14.

Describe the beneficial uses of various drugs.

15.

Outline the conditions under which prescriptibn drugs can be. sold.

16.

Relate how one's emotions and feelings affect decision-making.

17.

Define and give examples of ethyl and methyl alcohol.

18.

Describe the, food valises found in ethyl alcohol.

19.

Describe several effects of alcohol on the body.

20.

persona'
List and explain the ramifications' of excessive drinking on one's
life.

21.

Interpret'the ramifications of. excessive drinking on the community.

22.

*have
Show, explain and illustrate, the effects various media advertising may
not,
upon the individual and his decision whether to.drink or
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23.

List the health hazards associated with smoking as they pertain to the
inlividbal and society.

24.

Identify biased inforMation in cigarette and tobacco advertising.

25.

State advantages of good health in leading an active, prodOctive life.

26.

Express supportive statements to the thesi*s that it is very difficult for
a confirmed habitual smoker to quit smoking.

4
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.

Drugs; in legal products, are medical tools th.at may have many benefits
when properly used.

2.

Drug's and other substances are used for many reasons, but if Misused, may
be harmful.

3.

Drugs.Nmay be classified according to their effects.

4.

Production, distribution, and use of drugs are controlled by law.

5.

Individual acceptance of responsibility is essential to the wise use of
drugs.
,

.

6.

Your future can be significantly affeCted by some of the decisions which
you make,early in life.

7.

The pre-adolescent and adolescent need to belong to a group can be a factor
in drug abuse.

8.

There'are different types-of alcohol.
r

9.

Ethyl alcohol is found in,alcoholic beverages.

10.

Methyl alcohol is highly- poisonous.

11.

Alcohol nas little nutritive value.

12.

Alcohol is used to manufacture many products.

J

9

Beverage alcohol can be used for medicinal reasons and may be classified
as an anesthetic, narcotic, sedative, tranquilizer, or hypnotic.
14.

Alcohol affects the various body systems and organs.

15.

Alcohol is absorbed readily from the stomach and small intestines.

16.

Most of the alcohol that enters the body is eliminated.by the kidneys via
the urine.

,

17.

The'frequent and prolonged abuse of alcohol can cause sickness and nervous
disorders.

16.

The problem drinker usually ha5 problems with hisselfconcept.

19.

The use of alcohol is a factor in many safety problems.

20.

The misuse of alcohol often effects employment and efficiency on the job
causing financial hardship to the problem drinker's family.

Alcohol misuse causes difficulties with family relatiOnhips, especially:
in the areas of cooperation and respect, and may lead to separation or
divorce.

tI
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22.

The misw,e of alcohol is a factor in much of the crime that occurs.

23.

Alcoholism is an illness, but treatment is available.

24.

The driver who has teen drinking is a menace on the highway.

25.

The young person's decision about smoking is one of several important
his life and should be based on a firm foundation of scientific
decisions
knowledae.

26.

Each individu,1 is unique and therefore each of us arrives at our decision
about smoking.a different way.

27.

whether tne individual starts to smokd or not, the decision is ultimately
a personal one.
I

23.

The ability to make an individual, personal decision not to smoke in spite
of the opinions and practices of friends and acquaintances is evidence of
developing maturity.
rhe decision to smokt.,, or not to smoke should be based upon an intelligent'
interpretation of facts and not upon peer pressure or a personal desire
to appear "grown-up."

30.
31.

Smoke from tobacco is made up of gases and particles.

en a person inhales smoke, gases and particles enter his,breathing
passarjes and are deposited on the surfaces. Some are absorbed in the blood
and some retain to produce damaging effects on, the lining membranes.

32.

A young person who is largely dependent on his parents for food, shelter, and
other life Recessities*, mould consider the attitude of his family before
',carting to smoke.
ti

The disadvantages of smoking far outweighs any "advantages" one might imagine.
34,

.

Lady users o

tot,acco were not aware of the consequence4 of smoking.

ToLacco prpduction ani distribution has become a very imporlant segment of
.our national economy.
in- inLidonce of heart disease, lung cancer, and :other respiratory diseases
.has increased raoidly in proportion to the. consu mption of cigarettes.

37.

Lntil recent years, our knowledge of tobacco's "effects on the body has been
shrouded in myth, superstition, and lack of knowledge.
1))

(.,o)-(jenn General's :eport on smoking and its concluSions have been

acceptcd by Ule wrAical profession and other professional groups.
31.

'')ry,,helminf; evidenu, has been compiled, which indicts cigarette smoking as
d cdtr.,e o.fi luwi canc(r.

4).

Tn.! ?ffect sokine has on retardatione*f ciliary action may aggrayate cold

VWOLOMS.
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41.

Far maximal growth, development, and performance, one should avoid the use
of tobacco.'

'

42.

A wise decision is Dosed upon factual information and mature judgment.

59
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

Sources and History of Use of Drugs
A.

Definition of dr-J(1s

C.

:lain source of drugs
Plants
1.
2.
Animals
Minerals
3.
4.

II.

Laboratory

Prescription and Nonprescrition medicines
Prescription medicines
Criteria, e.g. severity of disease, age, weight
1.
Where purchased
2.
Necessity of following directions
3.
Disposal of left-over medicine
4.
Nonprescription medicines
B.
Reasons for use
..
Label directions
2.
3.
Examples

A.

a.

Vitamins -

Laxatives
Cold remedies
Precautions to observe when 4-,ing nonprescription medicines
b.
c.

4.

III. Drugs Have any Uses and Effects
Effective uses, e.g. relieve pain, prevent disease
A.
Effects of drugs differ according to various factors
B.
Weight
1.
2.
3.

,

Sex
Age

hood`
Health status
Unexpected response
Side effects
Rio response
Variations in dosar,e
Interaction of drugs taken together
4.
5.

C.
D.
L.

F.
G.

IV

Drug Nisuse
Medicines are misused in various ways
A.
Bv sharina medicine without consultation of a doctor
1.
2.
3.

Though self-diagnosiS
Use of left-over prescriptionhedicines

accidental or intentional
Through overdOsage
Underdosage
5.
Danaers associated with misuse of drugs
Development of dependence - Psychological, physical
1.
Death
2.
Various common substances have an abuse potential that can be harmful

4.

B.

C.

1.

2.
3.

4.

Alcohol
Amphetamines and

'et pills

Analgesics, pain r lievers
Barbiturates and sleeping medication
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Certain foods
Cough syrups
LSD, mescaline, other hallucinogens
7.
Marijuana
8.
Narcotics
9.
Toxic solvelits anti. aerosols that may be sniffed
10.
11.
Tobacco
12.
Tranquilizers
Commonly abused drugs most frequently affect the brain and nervous system
consequently altering body reactions
Stimulate or depress the central nervous system
1.
5.

6.

1

D.

Induce hallucinWons, alter perception and performance
Create a state of dependence
4. 'Alter mood and behavior
Reasons for misuse of drugs
L.
Result of a lingering illness
1.
As a "crutch"
2.
Result of habitual use
3.
Belief that abuse is' a sign of maturity or sophistication
4.
Desire for peer acceptance
5*.
Family members do
6.
Curiosity, desire to experiment
7.
Rebellion
8.
Dissatisfaction with'self, school, etc.
9.
Because of disappointment
10.
Desire_ for instant gratification
11.
To avoid facing and solving daily problems
12.
For kicks
13.
14. 'Feeling of hopelessness
2.
3.

V.

Common Household Products
Many products, properly used, provide essential benefits
paint thinner, gasoline, cleanirig fluids, rubbing alcohol
i.e.
Reasons for misuse of such products
B.
By accident
1.
By experiment
2.
3. Ay failure to read and follow directions
Lack of knowledge
4.
On a dare or challenge
5.
jays of misuse
C.
Swallowing=
1.

A.

2.

In1ialinq

Injection
Absorption through the skin
Substitution - i.e. gasoline to start fire in.barbeque pit
5.
Potential consequences of product misuse
Nausea, vomiting
1.
Suffocation
2.
3.. Poisoning
Organic damage
4.
Mental 'damage - temporary,or permanent
5.
3.

4.

D.

6.

Death
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VI.

rkssuming Increasing Responsibility for Personal Health
Part of growing up is becoming independent, responsible fOr.personal
health and the health of others
1.
A child must tell adults when he is ill
2.
A doctor's advice must be followed
B.
Good health habits must be established early
1.
For a longer and happier life
2.
As a force in determining choice of work and play
3.
Preventive against the high costs of illness
4.
As a force in determining future plans and successes
Habits develop in several ways
C.
1.
Through motivation
2.
Through conscious effort
3.
Without conscious effort.
A.
Through influence of friends and their behavior
Some habits affect health
J.
1.
Personal health'habits - i.e. eating, exercising; resting
2.
Study habits
Safety habits
3.
4.
Recreational habits
5.
Habits of using medicines,, drugs, and other substances'
E.
Problems,of drug abuse may be avoided by
:iaking wise choices based on accurate information
1.
2.
Having courage to say "no" to experimenting
Knowing and respecting laws
3.
4.
Recognizing the hazards of misusing any product
Recognizing that healthy individuals do not need regular medication
5.
Recognition of, everyone's responsibility in the prevention of drug
6.
misuse
Being informed of agencies that enforce laws
7.
Potential for benefit or harm varies with use.
F.
A.

VII. Nature of Alcohol
Definition and properties
A.
I. --Ethyl alcohol - beverage
CMethyl alcohol - poisonous
D.
alories
Commercial uses of alcohol in food and medical products, flavoring,'
C.
solvents, nedicines:and antiseptics
Medical uses
D.

VIII.The'Use of Alcohol in America
Colonies
A.
Virginia
1.
New England
2.
Today
B.
IX.- Alcohol in the Human Body
Absorption
A.
Stomach
I.
Small intestines
2.
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.8.

C.
X.

Effects on Systems
1.
Nervous
2.
Circulatory
Elimination

Alcohol and Problems
1
A.
Personal problems
1.. Sickness, nervous conditions
2.
Employment
3.
Self-concept
4.
Safety
B.
Family problems
1.

2.
3.

4.
C.

D.

XI.

Financial
Social
Parental
flarital,

Community PrOblems
1.
Safety
2.
Unemployment. welfare
3:- Remedial
4.
Crime
5.
Courts
6.
Police
Alcoholism, A Sickness
1. -Recognized as a disease
2.
Treatment and rehabilitation

Deciding About Alcohol Use
Economic aspects
Socially acceptable uses
C.
Learning attitudes

A.
B.

XII. Man's Use of Tobacco
A.
Early use of tobacco by the Indians (1492-1600)
Use in the English colonies in America (1600-1800)
C. 'Recent history (1800-present)
D.
The modern tobacco era
1.
The United States is a world leader in tobacco
a.
Production
b.
Consumption
2.
Certain of our states base a large portion of their economy on
tobacco industry
,XIII.Tobacco and Health
A.
Causes for concern in recent years
Increase in heart disease
1.

B.

2.

More deaps-due to lung cancer

3.

Shortened life ex-O-dct-ancy-of-smakers

IncreBed tobacco use in the United States
I.
Per capita cigarette consumption increased since 1900
2.
Corresponding increase in incidence of lung cancer and other
cardio-respiratory illnesses
Consumption Of pipe tobacco and cigars has decreased
3.
4.
Smoking by teenagers has increased

C
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C.

Other effects of tobacco,:
Effects_on the respiratory system
1.
Interferes with normal breathing
a.
Athletes are instructed not to smoke
b.
Tendency toward more frequent colds of longer duration.
c.
Effects on the digestive system'
2.
Smoking tends to reduce one's appetite
a.
Interferes with the ability to taste and enjoy food
b.
3.
Effects on heart
Smoking increases heart rate
a.
Disadvantages to the Athlete
I.
Affects
efficiency of body muscles
2.
(

4.

Growth and Development'
a.
b.

Decredse the'desire for food
Deprives body of fresh air necessary for the growth of tissue

XIV. Deciding About Smoking
Important considerations
A.
Effects of smoking on one's health
L.
Content of smoke
a.
`Physiological effects
b.
Effects
of
smoking
on
physical
performance
2.
The expense of smoking
'3.
The -smoking habit may last your lifetime
4.
Safety implications of-smoking
5.
Attitudes .of -parents and otherfamily members
6.
Uniqueness of the individual
7.
Haking the right decisions
B.
A mature decision based on a clear understanding of tobacco and
I.
its 'use
2.

Tne extent to which a person is "grown up" is not measured by,his
decision to smoke

'6 4
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LLARdING MO EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES .-..
1.

List examples of drugs which come frpm plants, animals, and minerals, and
which are synthesized in laboratories.

2.

Ask a physician to discuss now treatment with modern drags\affects illness.

3.

Discuss dangers of taking less than, as well as mord'than, the prescribed
amount ova medicine.

4.

Explain main purposes .of prescription medicines.

5.

Have children ask tneir parents for what illnesses they commonly use nonprescriptive medicines and list such medicines commonly found in their home.

6.

Invite a nurse to discuss constructive use of medicines motivated by positiVe
attitudes of self-protection.

7." Invite a pharmacist to talk about the dangers and penalties of misuse of
prestription drugs.
3.

Identify proper uses of common household products.

9.

Show children the warning label on a harmful substance and teach its meaning.

10. Describe constructive, safe ways to show independence - i.e. help family
membeil.
11. Have children develop a list of responsibilities for health which they can
assume.
12.

Evaluate personal habits to determine their effects upon total health.

13.

Ask Students to explain orally or write a short paragraph'to support the
fact that medicines are not a substitute for good health.

14. Describe some of the physical and psychological effects of improperly used
drugs and volatile substances - both immediate and long-range.
15. Discuss the effect of drug abuse on one's future.

16. Discuss how great harm can result from "taking a dare" involving the use of
unknown substances, candy from strangers, etc.
17,. Discussions of reasons why children go to a doctor.

IA. Collect and show labels to the class from prescription and nonprescription
medicines.
19. Have children wake pdsters on how drugs a. medicines contribute to healthful
livinc.

20. Have children describe how their friends affea their behavior. Discuss:
"Should one always follo: a friend's advice?" 'and "Are there disadvantages.in
following the leader ?7

6J
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21.

Role-play hOw to cope with pressure from friends who insist that others use
drugs.

22.

Have students list health problems that may result from drug misuse.

23.

Ask children to survey their homes, under supervision of an adult, to learn
where potentially harmful substances are stored. Report to the class on
safe placeilto store substances.

24.

Discuss the good and bad features of curiosity.
for positive ways to express curiosity.

Encourage pupils to look

.

25.

Dramatize a situation in which a student is urged by his friends to take a
dare and ingest an unknown substance.

26.

Discuss the medicinal and industrial uses of alcohol.

27.

Show a can of antifreeze or paint and study the contents used in the manufacture of the product.

26.

Have students examine labels on bottles in the kitchen and medicine cabine.t
for alcoholic content.

29.

Have students compare the body's use of alcohol with its use of proteins,
fats, and carbohydrates.

30.

Collect advertisements concerning alcoholic beverages and analyze them in
class.

31.

Discuss the elimination of alcohol by the body.

32.

Class discussion:

33.

Compare the cost of beverage alcohol and cost of nutritious foods.

34.

Guest Speaker: (welfare society):
Finaticial
alcohol:

ExCessive use of beverage alcohol may lead to problems.

Discuss the family problems related to

Uork's-efficiency
Chikld neglect

Respect for family members
35.

Investigate reports of the National Safety Council relating alcohol as a
causal factor' in motor vehicle accidents.

36.

Guest Speaker:

37.

Have local policeman discuss the problems caused by drinking drivers.

3C.

39.

Why somepeoplk. do not or should not drink.

should be our attitude toward alcoholism?
Class discUssion:
Alcoholics
are
sick
'Eonsider:
Alcoholics can be helped
Alcoholics need.greater public assistance and support
Guest Speaker:

The role of Alcoholics Anonymous in helping alCoholics.
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Uses of alcohol (preservative, disinfectant, drug).

40.

Create posters:

41.

Scrapbook: haue pupils make a scrapbook to include pictures and articles'
concerning the problems created by the use of alcohol.

42.

List the reasons teenagers and adults give for drinking.

43.

Oral and written reports: The effect of alcohol in sports, driving an
automobile, flying, and in occupational skills.

44.

Discuss how some people who drink to excess are those who are unable to face
their problems and are using alcohol as a means of escape.

45.

Discussion: Why do individuals who know hp alcohol affects sensory
perception still drive after they drink?

4G.

Illustrate and display pictures of accidents and other
2ulletin Eoard:
losses, attributed to alcohol.

47.

Draw and label a figure of a man showing the systems and organs *affected.

43.

Students dramatize a situation in which a ten year-old is encouraged to
Ask class members how they might have reacted in a,
smoke by his friends.
similar situation.

49,.

Suggest that each student ask the following question of his parents:
"If you could make your decision to smoke or not to smoke all over again,
would you start smoking?"

50.

Have children tell about adults they know that have luit smoking or that
have tried to quit. Why did they decide to quit? Were they, successful?

51.

Ask" students to fold a piece of notebook paper in.ha. On one portion have
On the others portion of the paper
them write,"The Advantages of Smoking."
have students list "The Disadvantages of Smoking." Ask each student to
proceed to list all of the advantages and disadvantages he can think of.

52.

Use a sh,oking machine so children can see and smell substances that collect
in the lungs.

53.

Invite the school Rhysician or school nurse- teacher to speak to your class
about the increase in lung cancer', heart disease, and other illnesses
associated with smoking.

54'.

5:).

56.

Evaluate them.

Students develop exhibits for your school hcalth or science fair.
Students might' suggest various reasons why.faily members begin to smoke,
Arrange these reasons on questionnaires and request that those who smoke
check, the reasons why they began smoking.- Tabulate results. Use for a
bulletin board.
Display the American Cancer Society exhibit - a wheelbarrow of cigarette
Perhaps. your students can create equally
butts and a jar of "tar ".
effective displays.

67
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Fitness."

57.

A student committee might preAre a bulletin board on "Smoking

53.

Have children select and bring to class a cigarette ad from a magazine or
newspaper. After studying the ad have t4im chahge the message sotit tells
the other side of smoking.' Hakesan interesting bulletin display.

arid

4
.

s

,

/
/

*
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RESOURCES.

Books:

About You and Smoking, Scott, Foresman & Co.; Glenview, Illinois

60025

;

.Basic Concepts of Alcohol, Laidla' Brothers, Division of Doubled4& Co.,
Tnatther and Madison, River F. est, Illinois 60305
p

Basic Concepts of Tobacco and Smokin , Laidlaw Brothers, Division of
Doubleday & Co., Inc., Thatcher and Madison, River Forest, Illinois
60305
You and,Smoking:

/

It's Really Up to You, Diane Gess, Ramapo House

Films:

Alwost Everyone Does, BOCES #832-122, 14 minutes
Barney Butt, BOCES 0832-277,, 13 minutes

BOCES #331-261, 9 minutes

Drsgs:,The First Decision,

Drugs and the nervous System, DOGES #832-88, 16 minutes
Huffless, Puffless Dragon, BOCES #831 -392, 8 minutes
Health Wreckers, BOCES.41832-416, - minutes

I Think, BOCES #332-120, 19 minutes

Filmstrips and Cassettes:
Alcohol and Children, BOCES #392-2, IS minutes

Drugs and Children, BOCES'#392-3, 30 minutes
Smoking and Children, DICES #392-I

flames:,-

Drug Attack, DOCES #110-30
Drug.decision, accompanying programmed text, teacher's manual, and
workbook

Hens:

Alcohol Education Materials, BDCES 0,;-1, Parts

I

II

4

Drug Education Information, tUCES #H1-), Parts
Smuting. ,

',CIS

'Parts 14 II
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&, II

Public Service Aoeii.di!s:

New York State Drug Abuse Control Commission(Pamphlets, films, charts,
[rersters).=

_

AFL-CIO Comounity Service Activities in cooperation with American Social
Health Organization.
"A Handbook on :,rugs, for Youth, Parents, Teachers, The Public" - Steuben
Council, Corning, New York.
County Drug ;d

Local Police DepartmeRt 7 (Speaker and display of drugs).
County Alcoholism Information 3, Referral Center (Pamphlets, films, posters,
charts, speakers).
Alcoholics Anonymous (speakers:, booklets);

Americ40_Cancer Society(a types of materials).

Y.
44

_And resource materials).

American Lung Association

Local Fire Departments (safety factors)..

Metropolitan Insurance Company (pamphlets).
",!hat's Hew On Smoking" (in print and on film), U.S. Department of HE4

te,

?,
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1.

MENTAL HEALTH

,

OVERVIEW

Mental health may be described as how dne feels about oneself,
how one feels about other people, and how one is able to meet the
emanp of living., These can provide starting points for teachers
to work with students.
The
that characteristics are required in order to work?
individual must compromise his own wants and needs with the demands
of the work situation. The sacrifices are real, but the rewards may
be great:

The basic components of good mental health can be developed in
the classroom, despite a home situation. which does not foster it.
A sense of identity -- a knowledge of who one is in relation to the
/wily, school and community; a feeling of confidence -- the ability
to approach new problems without undue fear; a'realistic self image -knowing one's strengths.and accepting one's limitations are areas
The schoor,
which can be developed in the special education classroom.
is usually thought to rank second only to the family as most important
in ,affecting the mental health of children.

OBJECTIVES

4r
Suggested Pupil Outcomes:"

.

1.

Express his/her own definition.of mental health.

2.

Understand that good ,nd poor mental health is relative to one's
environment.

3.

Compare the relationship between'one's self-concept and how others
N
see one.
*..

(

--1

.

4..

Identify himself/herself as a person of worth.

5.

Describe the consequences of accurate or distorted realitYOrception.

6.

Describe how man's physical and social needs will be oriented by
his behavior, and environment.

7.

Demonstrate respect for himself and others.

8.

Behave illan acceptable manner in most.sitUations and relationships.

C.

MAJOR ONCEPTS

1, Knowing ourselves helps us to live with others. That the pursuit
of happiness is an ideal goal, but not a routine achievement helps
one to recognize what mental health is:
How you, feel about-yoursqf,
How you feel about other people
How you are able, -to meet the demah,0 of life.
2".

3..

As we grow up we learn to control our own behavior.
We develop 'and change habits because of experience, environment
and need.
,

4.' Leisure time activities help develop creativity, friendships,
skills.
5.

Emotions are normal.

6.

Friendships contribute to a person's well-being.

7.

The personality consists of one's total "self" and his characterist
ways of reacting to life situations.

8.

A healthy personality relates well to others and is able to adjus'i
tp the emotional, social and physical stresses of life.

9.

//

Since inherited traits and life experiences are dqfereht for each
human being, each of our total personalities is different from
other personalities.

10.

Body structure and function affect individual behavior and one's
relationship with others.

11.

We acquire, prejudices from family, environment and experience.

12.

Personality traits such as disposition and honesty, are not
inherited but are largely the result of family and other
environmental influences.

13.

Skills (actual performance) such as playing the piano are not
inherited, but potentialities for learning the skill (aptitude)
are.

14.

15.

All people should have some i=nsight into their own capabilities;
strengths and weaknesses, and how to use these for further
growth.

A need to drivefisa conscious or unconscious, desire that arouses
activity in petrple.

16.

Basic human needs are those whose satisfaction is necessary for
essential welfare.
can's
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Needs for food, air, water and sleep are examples of man's basic
physiological needs.

17.

4

18.

Individuals have psychological needs that are considered basic
(Need for love, approval, independence,
to their well-being.
security; and feeling significant.)

19.

As the individual grows:and develops, he should become more
responsible for himself and increasingly more considerate of
other people.
.

.,

20:

,

Each individual afAiits the groups to which he belongs.
.

tf

23Feelin0

of forces that affect people's behavior are known as
-emotions, and include such things as sadness, loneliness, hate,
4
fear, anger, love, etc.

22.

Any given emotion (i.e. anger) may be expressed in either 'a
positive or negative manner.

23.

Our voice and actions reflect our feelings about ourselves.

24.

Everyone-is different. You can do certain things well, better
than others; yet, some can do things better than you.

25.

Working and playing together is part of growing up.

26.

Good behavior is a part of growing up.
others yotr are growing up.

2

,

A

Improving behavior-tells

CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

II.

Mental Health
A. Student's concepts of mental health
Factors influencing development of good and poor
1
mental health
Dominating influende of family, environment,
a.
andbexperience
.

Personality
Concept of personality
befinitions
1.
Healthy personality
2.
Development of personality
B..
Influence of environment and experience
1.
Influence of heredity
2.
Body structure
a.

A.

b.

Physical feat:tires

c.

Rate of physical growth

.d.

C.

D.

III.

Sex

What characteristics are not inherited?
Traits
1.
Specific skills
2.
Basic human needs
Physical needs
1.
Social needs
2.
Security,
a.
Love
b.
Approval
c.
Independence
d.
Feeling significant
e.

Growing Toward the Teen Years
Development of the physical self
A.
Major growth periods
1.
a. Middle and latechildhood
Puberty and adolescence
b.
Growth rate of boys and girls
1.
Changes in the skin and hair
2.
Attitude
towards the physically developing self
2.
Development.of the social self.'
B.
The individual and the group
1.
Peer relationships
2.
Sexual differences. in social development
3.
Relationships within the family
4.
Relationships with parents
a.
Sibling relationships
b.
Development
of the mental self
C.
Understanding the concept of mental health
1,
2.. Factors influencing development of. good mental health
health
Factors influencing development of poor mental
3.
influence
of
family,
Importance of tne dominating
4.
environment and experience
,
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

f:

2.

Discuss growing responsibilities now - care of possessions; respect
for others' posessions; responsibilities for own appearance, actions.
Develop a sense of responsibility in classroom by having class
."chores" for which the responsibility rotates.

3.

Rearrange the physical appearance of the room to make living
together in the clasroom safer, more comfortable,-friendlier, etc.

4.

Discuss social skills, in the home, school; comm
friends' homes (making introductions, etc.).

.,

in your

5.

Discuss the differenCes between teasing and practical jokes-.

6.

Discuss the use of "bad" words.

7..

Have a group discussion on the reasons for rules and laws.

8.C4lave the students keep a record of the use of their leisure time
for a weekly period. Discuss how waste of time can be avoided.
9.

Discuss differences in people:
economic groups.

culture, customs, handicaps, races,

10.

Discuss how the appearance'and attitude of older students influence
youn r students.

11.

Discuss how we can meetand solve problems.

12.

Discuss how to understand or t irate anotherppx-s-oli's opinion.
---How can you control your reac ions?

Where is he

vailable?

,

'------

13.

/t5'
Conduct a class discussion/on-lifing with older people in the home,
respecting rights of adults, school, community.
____.------

(

14.

Discuss how -your own behavior makes you feel - good behavior; poor
behaViOr.
.

.

15.
16.

17.

Discuss honesty, dishonesty, its effect on self and others.
Read stories in which students can see the characters in a variety
of emotional experiences.
Dramatike or discuss negative emotional behavior. Discuss
constructive outlets for "pent-up" anger; letting off steam,
preventing tantrums.

18.

Discuss worry, what causes it, how'to avoid it, how fo accept it.

19.

Discuss Charlie Crown's book "Friendship Is...
take' in a relationship.
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- the give and

1

Which of these do

20.

List the qualities you like in other people,
you feel are the mast important?

21.

Discuss cliques (why they exist, etc.).

22.

(01(ter people, younger,
Discuss different types of friendships.
sharing of an interest; community; school.)

23.

forgiving,
important in friendship
Discuss attitudes thafi.
keeping confidences, observing privacy, avoiding possessiveness.

24.

Discuss friendships, with other people, younger, peers.

25.

Dramatize the proper reaction to offers made to students by

o

strangers.
26.

A discusSion about the policeman being the students' frie d
1. ebe desirable at this age. A visit to the classroom by.a
man will be helpful.

27.

Draw pictures of what the nurse, teacher, school patrol do for
children.

28.

Discuss how children can help a new student in the classroom.

29.

Discuss differences between inherited and acquired characteristics.

30.

Have class discussion about the "Stages of Growth", including
newborn, infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood. Discuss
growth changes that take place at each stage and emphasize the
idea of variations in growth at each stage.

31.

Have children list human traits that can be changed.

32., List kinds of physical care that children need; food, clothing,
sh&lter, etc. What are some of the effects lf"children don't
get such care and protection? What things do children need
protection from?
33.

traits I like or dislike in a
"Tfj
Have the class resppnd to:
friend", or "What .I like best about boys, or girls".

34.

help the teacher and other children
Discuss ways children c
sp ecific job assigned to them.
without having s

35.

List on the boar some positive ways to.manage emotions, such as
talking
laughing it off, c.
ical exertioh, 1).
ph
anger: a.
it out with someone,

36.

Have pupils reflect upon ways in which fear can be constructive,'
protective..
0

37.

Draw a picture or make a booklet of pictures of things

I

like to do.
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38.

.39.

Read stories that illustrate children in different behavior
situations.
Arrange a hobby show in class to demonstrate, display and explain
hobbies.

40.

- 41.

Make up plays about disappointments which occur and how they can
be to your advantage.
Read stories to the class and discuss books related to differences
in people.

42.

Have the students demonstrate how to use class time effectively to
.complete required skills and allow for leisure time.

43.

Make a list of things aboOt yourself you would like to improve
and how you will go about doing so.

44.

Role -play situations showing how boys and girls should act with
Try to include people from different age groups
older persons.
in the role-play.

45.

Discuss the difference between humor and jokes that hurt.

46.

Demonstrate how our voice and facial expressions can reflect our
feelings although our words may not.

47: -Discuss the_differences between iattling and concern.
48.

Make a bulletin board display showing needs of physical care that
children have: food, clothing, shelter, etc.

49.

Discuss how it feels to be "new" or "different" in anew class
or neighborhood.

50., Taft about times you are happy. Times that you are sad (or other
feelings); what causes you to feel this way?
.

Discuss how you

51.

Talk about what you can doWlien you feel upset.
can help others when they are upset.

52.

Discuss the many ways in which you can show kindness to others.

53.

54.

Teacher help children understand what as expected of them with
how to wait, how to watch;
others in classroom situations:
"go".
Mow to play; how to share; how to help; how to accept
or "yes" answer.
Draw a picture of your idea of what you may 'rook like when you
"grow up".

55.

Have,the pupils discuss the fashions, words, dances or games that
are "in" with their peer groqp.
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56.

Role-play tension-arousing situations.

Discuss the possible

-Solutions.
57.

Elidt from the class a list of acceptable hobbies and games
including activities that an individual can do by himself.

58.

Discuss things you can do now that you could not do when younger.

59.

Talk about what you would like to be when you grow up.

r.

lb"
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RESOURCES

Books:

Boy's Book, M.W. Hudson; Frank E. Richards
All About Me:
This book is designed to develop a
Publishers, 1966.
youngsters positive self-image through the use of Visual,
auditory, Tactile anc kinetic excerises% Available
FL -0038
through SEIMC.
Girl's Book,, M.W. Hudson; Frank E..Richards
A multisensory learning approach
is used to help develop a healthy self-image in the
youngster. Available through SEIMC. FL-0039

All About Me:

Pub fishers, 1966.

The Boy With A Problem, Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publishers,
Inc, 1971. Johnny has a problem and it seems to
that he doesn't feel' like playing,'or eating or
When his friend takes the time to listen
anything!
to,him, he begins to feel better. Available through
FL-0168
SEIMC.
So,

Don't Worry, Dear, Joan Fassler; Behavioral rUblishers, Inc.,
Jenny is a little girl who sucks her. thumb,
1971.
wets her bed and stutters on some of her words. The
loveand warmth her family gives her help her gradually
to overcome all these problems. Available through
FL-0169
SEIMC.

Mental.Health Series by Muriel Stanek; Benefic Press, Chicago,
Illinois, 1967.
I Am Here, #E
S

ICan Do

#E
S

LIL Family and I, #301.42

a

S

Friends and I, #E

One pal Everything Went Wrong, Elizabeth Vreckin; Follett
Publishing Company, New York, 1966. E
V

Removing Blocks to Mental Health, Stite Education Department,
Albany, New York

Stories From Inside/Out, Orvis A. Harrelson; Bantan Books,
Inc.,School and College Division, 666 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10019, 1974
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.

Books:

(Con't.)

A Discussion Guide For Parents and
College Division,
ea-5-67-s-,--Bantam Books, Inc., School
10019,
1974
666 Fifth Avienue, New York, New York

Stories From Inside/Out:

There's Nothing To Do So Let Me Be You, Jean Horton Berg;
Westminister Press, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Walk In MyMocassins, Mary Phraner Warren; Westminister Press,
Chicago, Illinois

Films:

Barbara, BOCES »831-188, 7 minutes
Bike, The, BOCES »832-114, 13 minutes
Billy and the Beast,-BOCES #831 -343, 10 minutes

Eleanor Elephant, BOCES »831-283, 8 minutes
Faces, BOCES (video cassette), 5 minutes

Fairness for Beginners, BOCES »831-57, 11 minutes
Free To Be You and Me Series:
Cooperation, BOCES »832-426,
Friendship
Part I
16 minutes
Expectations, BOCES »832-247, 14 minutes
Part II
Independence, BOCES 11832-258, 17 minutes
Part III
'Friends, BOCES 1832-295, 18 minutes

Getting Along With Others, BOCES »831-10, 11 minutes
Hello 22:There, BOCES #831-201

'9 minutes

Hopscotch, BOCES'»832-141, 12 minutes

IAm, BOCES »832-231, 15 minutes
I'm Feeling Series:
I'm Feeling- Alone, BOCES »831-395, 8 minutes
Feeling
inq Sad, BOCES »831-396, 10 minutes
I'm Feeling Scared, BOCES »381-397, 9 minutes
,a at Pte, BOCES »831-398, 8 minutes
Pill Mad at You, -BOCES »831-399, 9 minutes
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Films:

(Con't.)

Inside/Out Series: BOCES (video cassettes), 15 minutes each
Because It's Fun
Bully
But Names Will Never Hurt?
Laugh
But They rtig
tDo
Can Do/Caniit
Getting Even,
How Do You Show
I Dare You
JeTinT Company
Just Joking
Lost is aiFeeling
Must I/May I
Someone Special
When is Help
Yes,

I Can

Little Engine That Could, BOCES #831-82, 11 minutes
Rock'in the Road, BOCES #831-136, 6 minutes
Three Little Pigs, The', BOCES- #8310285, 9 minutes

Tortoise and the Hare,BOCES4831-286, 8 minutes
Trick or Treat, BOCES #832-128, 15 minutes
What Should I Do Series:
- The Fight, BOCES #831 -278, 6 minutes
BOCES #831-279, 6 minutes
The
Lunch Money, BOCES #831-2.80, 6 minutes
The New Girl, BOCES #831-282, 6 minutes
The Project, BOCES-#381-281, 6 minutes

Why You Are You, DOGES #831-270, 9 minutes
Ugly Duckling, The, BOCES 4831-288, 8 minuted

Kits:

Dimensions of Personality Series:
I Can Do It, Grade 2, BOCE& #1234-'1
What About Me, Grade 3, BOCES 4123-8
Mere I Am, Grade 4, BOCES #123-9
1717K5171one, Grade 5, BOCES # 123-10

E #123-11

Becoinilig Myself, Grade 5,
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Kits:

(Con't.)

DUSO Kit I, Grades K-2, BOCES #123 -17

DUSO Kit II, Grades 3-4, BOCES 4123-18
Moods and Emotions Study Prints, The Child's World, Inc.,
Elgin, Illinois. BOCES #123-19

1

Filmstrips and Cassettes:

Growing Into Manhood, BOCES #333-90, 26 minutes
Growing Into Womanhood, BOCES #333 -91, 26 minutes

Mental Retardation and Sexuality, 20 minute filmstrip with record.
$20.00 purchase, $5.00 rental. Order from Planned Parenthood
Association of Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1402 Spruce Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102.
*Teaching Good Conduct and Personal Hygiene to Retarded Teenagers,
5 filmstrips for boys ar3d girls. Write to: Harris County
Center for the Retarded, P.O. Box 13403, Houseton, Texas
77019.

Filmstrip and/Writtenguide Excellent resource.

Game:

The Ungame:

I

Tell It Like It Is, BOCES 4110-29

HEN:

Mental Health Materials, BOCES 411N-18
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TEACHER REFERENCES

for the Mentally Retarded,

-A Resource Guide in Sex Educatio

LO671755-pholz, Editor.
ublication by two above organizations.
A 1971 revision of joi
ation_Newsletter, Croft
Editor is editor of Physic r E
Educational Services, New Longan-iCT,
for -helping mentally,Y4q0-44-44.31ciren-A-rid,`376aftiin both

re$4entie"'fb-65ITY'Or*at'homeiq the community; for programs
currently unftrW or those'yet to be started. Urges conte
be integrajWwith relevant aspects of exising curricultp;
---rErCO riiZes the variety of potentiaflagt4=s of the resource,
`g teachers, parents, counselors; profeStonals, pareIncludes a number of valuable addilionaJ
resources. Curriculum content organized into four categories:
awareness pf se.f, physical changes and understanding of self,
peer relationships, and responsibility to society. Sample
activities for each category. Write: Director, Project
on Recreation and Fitness for the Mentally Retarded, AAHPER,
1201 16th 5t'feet, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 or SIECUS,

:_l)rofessionals.

1855 Brdadw0, New York, New York

10023.

An Intensive Training Curriculum for the Education of young,
Educable Mentally Retarded Children
Reports on research project of PaTo Alto Medical Research
Foundation and Medical' Center, University of California, to
demonstrate effectiveness of,a social learning approach for
education of young educable mentally retarded children.
)Research-conducted between January 1969 and DeceMber'1971.
Sheila A. Ross, Senior Research AssOciate, Palo Alto
Write:
Medical Research Foundation, Palo Alto, California 94305,
or Bureau of Education for Handicapped Children, Office of
*Education, U.S. Department of Health, Educa,tton, and Welfare,
-)
Washington.D.C: 20203.
.

Curriculum Guides for Family Life and Sex Education: An Annotated
Bibliography,,1973'
Order by code: FP#10 @ $1 00 per copy from EC' Brown
94703.
Foundation,, 180:2 MoSs Street, Eugene, Oregon
Education for Sexualitz, Burt, -John J., and.Beower,,Lifida A.,
N.B. Saunder Co., 1970

Facts About Sex, Sol Gordon, New/York:

John Day Co., 1973,

612.8
G

Facts Aren't Enough, Marion 0.,.Lerrigo, et. al., NEA and American
Medical'Association, 1962. A very detailed look at the nature
and need.(for sex education is presented in this booklet. It
is written for adult use with children preschool through
teenage yczws. PE-0627.
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(

Guidelines on Planning 1.11Taining Course on Human Sexuality and
the Retarded, Planned-Parenthood Association.
How To Tell the Retarded Girl About Menstruation by Marion Jones..
Emphasis is on similarity of physical development of mentally
Simple explanation of
retarded girl 'and other girls.
menstruation which mother or tAcher can use for retarded
Simplified illustrations. The Life Cylce Center.-girl.
Kimberly Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wisconsin 54956-. ,'

,Intellectual Level and Sex Role Development in Mentally getarded
Children, H.B. Biller and L.J. Borstelmann,voimerican_Journar
.of Mental Deficiency, 70:443, 1965.
Lóve, ,Sex and Birth Control for the Mentally Reta -ded - A.Guide
for Parents, Planned-Parenthood Association of Southeastern
Pennsylvania, 1402 Spruce Street, Philadelphia; PA 19102.
$.75 each.

LoVing and Living. II, Rocky Moutain Planned Parenthood; Denver,
Colorado
Mental Retardation and- Masturbation by Warren R. Johnson, 1967.
Originally-prtnted in April, 1967 'issue of SEXOLOGY magazine.
Author-is head of Department of Health Education, University
Dispells myths related to masturbation and
of Maryland.
sexual self-stimulation in retarded and normal children.
Outlines-several suggestions for those responsible for the
behavior of the mentally retarded i'n helping them achieve
y/
emotional and-mental maturity. "For availability write to
-//
SIECUS, 1855 Broadway, New York, Mew York 10023.

Mental Retardation: A Family Study, E.W. Reed and S.W. Reed,
Saunders Co., 1965.
W.B.
Philadelphia:
Weingold, Journal
"New Directions" for the Retarded", Joseph
of"Clinical Child Psychology, Vol. II, No I, Winter 1973.

Parents'°Respoeibjlity, Marion-P. Lerrigo, et. al., EA and
A erican.Medical Association, 1970. Many parents feel
hesitant about when and how to discuss sex with their
youngsters."Ihis pamphlet helps to .guide them by suggesting
many ways to handle common questions and situations which
,
PR-0624
arise as youngsters1"grow up"

----Ptrwications

List on

MR Sexuality and.Sex
Education

SIECUS Publications Office
1855 Broaaway.
New York,- flew York 10023

Secondary Sex Develo-pment im Mentally Deficient Individuals,
M.D. Mosier, H.J. Grossman ana H.F. Dingman, Child Development,
33.273, 1962.

.

"Sex and the Mentally Retarded", Dr. A.N. Jennings,.Rehabilitation
In Australia, October 1970,
Sex Education and the Mentally Retarded, I.M. Selznick, Johnston
Bull, 5:23, 1962.
,
.

c

Sex Education for the Mentall
Retarded by Virginia Young Blackridge,
MD, 1969."-Tiscussifor parents who have an educable or
trainable retarded child. Simplified information on physical
development_and sexuality. Emphasizes helping child enjoy
living in an unsheltered life as possible commensurate with
his_intelligence.
Discusses birth control, abortion, venereal
disease, and homosexuality in relation to mental retardation.
Divides material into that suitable for child with mental
age of 1-3,years; 3-7 years; 3-10 years. Write: Alameda
County Mental Retardation Service, 131 ,EStudillo Avenue,
San Leandro, California' 94577.

"Sex Education for the Mentally Retarded: An Analysis of Problems,
Programs, and Research", Edward Vockill,and PaomMattick,
Education and Training of the Mentally Retarded, October 1972.
,

_..

Sex Education for the Retarded Adolescent, S.L. Hammar, L.S. Wright,
and D.L. Jenson. A. survey of parental attitudes and methods
/
/
of management in fifty adolscent retardates. Clinical
Pediatrics, 6:621, 19671 0
...

, ex Education of the Mentally Retarded Child in the Home by
Evalyn SGendel N.D., 1969. Originally presented as a
paper to the Council for Exceptional Children in 1968 by
Emp,hasi-zes motivational
chief of sch ol health section.
factors_ Str sses need for- bath-non-verbal and verbal
,

communication-at-the childs-cOmbrehension level.

Generanzed,d*ussiorroT how to impart knowledge of
sexua_ .'- fyl-to-Mentally retarded child, and importance of

parents understanding the development of his sexual
feeling to help .him make life decisions. Stresses need
for parents to seek resources of several disciplines to
adequately help child. For availability write to:
National Association for Retarded Children, Inc.,
2709 Avenue E.East,-Arlingtoh, Texas 76010.
Sex Education Information Inventory for Retarded Adolescent Girls,
Karen Vdckell, Linda RosuM7P5765,ilattick, and Edward Vockell.
Request from Dr. Edward Vockell, Department of Edpbation,
Purdue University, Calumet Campus, Hammond, Indidna 46323.
An excellent guide and tool to be used in evaluating and
designing,a sex education unit for retarded adolescent
/girls.
Includes diagrams, pictures, and inventory complete
with written dialogue.
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'Sexuality and the Mentally Retarded, Karl E. Thaller and Barbara
D. :Dialler, Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington D.C.,
(Extensive report on conference( excellent) $3.00.
1973.
"Sexual Problems of the Mentally Retarded", Frank J. Memolascino,
Sexual'Behavior, November 1972:-

Social Attitude Approach to Sex Education for the Educable
---77Mentally Retarded
A series of lessons developed in 1967 to help the educable
mentally retarded student dev6lop social skills and attitudes.
Emphasis is on sex education. Sequential program'for pre-.
primary through" adolescence. Extensive bibliography of
books and multi-media resources. For availability write:.
Special Education Curriculum Development Center, University
of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52240.

SnecialEducation Guide or Teachers; Educable Mentally Retarded
Write for informati n on above to State Schools far Retarded
Children, State Dep ,-tment of Education, Division of Public
Schools, Jefferson City, 140 65101.
//

Family Life and Sex Education for
Summary-Report of Work o
leachers of the Menta ly Retarded byr-dWiTTL. Meyen, 76'9.
Summarizes workshop in which.42-teachers of mentally retarded
considered guidelines for teaching sex education to mentally
retarded._ EmOas4s op individual evaluation of materials,
technique for instruction, not attempt to provide teacher
with "cookbook approach to subject. Helpful guidelines
For availability write
for setting- up similar Workshops.
to, Kansas City Social Health Society, .Inc., 406 West 34th St.,
Suitp 412, Kansas City, MO 64111.
:

"

""
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FAMILY LIFE AND SEXUALIIY
OVERVIEW
;

The study of human sexuality is a,comprehensive and exte Sive study
which should be,taught in the home from infancy and supplemented in the
school until maturity. Pupil participation in the suggested activities
should help to produce desirable social attitudes and practices.
Sexuality and death are undoubtedly the two most difficult areas for
the teacher to deal with objectiiiely in the classroom. Each is surrounded
These emotions are dein Western Culture by clouds of strong emotion.
termined not only by direct experience, but by the ethics and mores of
They are complex issues
one's nation, religion, subculture and family.
and'only fragments ever rise into conscious thought, so they are feared.
4t 4kes courage to attempt to confront one's feelings directly and honestly.
.

Children, especially mentally handicapped children, have character-

beem."protected" from de th, a reality of life. AdUn dealing
with did educably mentally retarded hild'need to realize that it is
easier to deal with death, though one s knowledge and understanding of it
may be'limited, than it is for the child to cope with a topic this is
denied to exist. Therefore, the subject needs to be handled honestly and
openly using the losS of a significant other (include\,a pet) as an °poortunity.of the child to-grow emotionally another notch.. It is essential
that time and effort be given to the topics of sexuality,and death during
a handicapped child's education, and preferably repeated at intervals
with the increased information and,level of soohistication which NiF development will perpit.
1

Urst, the issue of the sexuThere are several reasons for.this.
ality of the physically, mentally and emotionally handicapped is most
often treated by avoidance, resulting -in a great .gap...in....knowledge. and -a-

Second, one of the-primAry criteria for
lack of maturity in emotions.
acceptance among members of the general population is the appropriateness
of one's behavior in regard to persons of the "opposite" sex.
Third, it seems that traditionally, society has almost prohibited a
In earlier times this may
normal sex life to the_retarded individual.
have been because of a.fear that the cause of the intellectual deficit
would be inherited. Even after more was known,] out which conditions
were genetic and could have an effect on succeeding generations, fear
Its rational reason was pepaps concern about the ability of
lived.on.
It seems
the mentally retarded parent to care Tor his/her child.
to acknowledge the existence of sexuality in a child-person is impossihle for most people, but it is a reality of life.

Now that sound, effective methods ofbir0 control are available
to all citizens, it is time to reconsider the handicapped person and
his sexuality./ An important step in this direction is taken when
teachers and parents work together to teach the mores of human sexuality
to the mentally retarded child.
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GMECTIVES

Suggested Pupil Outc':,-e:
1.

Identify the family as the basic social unit in society.

2.

Identify the types of family groups.

3.

Define the role of variousiomily members:

A.

Identify characteristics of one's family environment.

5.

Analyze environment as a factor in role arrangement of family members.

G.

Explain why choices must be made in satisfying wants and needs.

7.

Demonstrate attitudes which promote harmony.

8.

Display interes
member should

in each member of the family and realize that each
interested in the well-being of every other member.

9._ Care for personal belongings in the home.
10.

Identify 5Talvidual and family recreational activities.

11.

Explain th,vsign;ficance of holidays as they relate to the family.

12.

13.
14.

'15.

Explain the use and importance of money in the family unit,
Develop an appreciation for other nationalities and cultures and a
positive attitude toward his/her cultural heritage.
Analyze factors which cause individualS to adapt to change within tt,e
family setting.

16.,

Practice proper personal hyqii?ne taking into consideration the many
changes which approaching puberty brings.

17.

Understand that many chang,:s ta;e p? ace during puberty.

18.

Describe normal Incidents of qrocith anfidevelonment.

19.

identify the physical crwclos v.hich take place in boys.

20.

21.
-

ratify economic 'actors which cause most parents to seek employent:

dent fy the physical changes which take place in girls.
the emoti.onal changes which take-place in girls.

22.

Explain that life cones fru, lift.

23.

Exploit-, that 211

lls pvoduce babies of the same

88

t(ihd.

24%

Explore the meaning of death.

(
ti

25.

Develop ways of dealing with the feelings brought about by the death of
a loved person or pet.

26.

Define death as an,unavoidable part of the life process.

27.

Distinguish between death and sleep.

28.

Express feelings ,,nd emotions regarding loss of a significant other.

29.

Conclude that there is a need to share-love, empathy anti sympathy with
individuals who are experiencing an emotionally charged situation related to loss of a significant other.;
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CORUPTS

',(_r of 0 fitmilv.

1.

FaJ, of us is

2.

Each c,f us assumes \,arious roles and responsitilities as a member

a

°Pa

family.
3

The family shoo -l' t

-Jste;, the ful lest development of each individual in

the family.

IF

4.

Knowing ourselves helps us to live better with others both within and
outside of our families.

5.

Considoration of others' rights and pronerty is important to happy
family life.

E.

Sharing helps to rraOhe hone a happy place.

7.

Sorge feelings of arer and resentment expressed by brothers and siste
are natural.

8'.

lands.
There are similarities and differences in family life in other

9.

We learn about our envirenrent at home and in school.

10,

Families help others in the coi,munity.

11.

FamiliPs do war,y things tone ther.
a(l'ilts at school and in the ce*unity help children to st
safe, hanoy, healthy, clothed, fed, and secure.

Parents .arc

.

nAe Ilan and fulfill certain health needs

13.

F-amilies function to

14.

The poc.es5 of

15.

Livinr1"th4ro: tepronuce it r ariy v:ays.

16.

hela'ed

17.

parental care.
Young anit.:,)Is have o reed for no,r, rood and

18.

The hArian fctric df-vc100-,

an 0ialu tionary process.

orn,tnisr; repco(11.ce ir similar

1 vlit

ue manner; normal birth occurs when
tire fetus 'is deve1e;ied surficiently to survive.
give 1-irth in a variety of ways.

Livir' thing
lr

20.

ndividual is

Each
envit

.1

unique h5o':nic31 pattern caused by heredity (=lid

ent.

nern

inherited characteristics from

',;,ire of

each 0,1CW.
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22.

Many significant changes take place during puberty.

23.

Masturbatory experiences may follow genital handling.

24.

The menstrual cycle is a natural event in the life of a young girl which
indicates she has reached one new level of maturity.

25.

Death is the ultimate end of all living things.

26.

Dying and going to sleep are not the same thing.'

27,

Confronting and successfully coping with the loss of a significant other,
whatever the cause for the loss, can be a source of emotional maturation.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

The Family is a Unit
What is a family
A.
There are many similarities
1.
There are many differences
2.
What are its purposes
8.
1.
Transmit culture
Train and educate
2.
Provide security
3.
Provide a source of love and understanding
4.
Provide recreation and other activity
5.
What are roles in the family?
C.
1.
Father
2.

3.
4.

Mother
Children
Extended family members
Grandparent(s)
a.
Aunt(s) and Uncle(s)
b.
Foster children
c.
d:

D.

II.

Etc.

How do we cope with the loss of a significant other?
1.
Death
2.
Divorce
3.
Separation

All Life Comes From Similar Life
Howis everyone unique?
A.
Males and Females are different
1.
Personality develops at varying rates
2.
Self-image
a.
b.

Self-confidence-

Self-motivation and discovery
Respect and trust for others
d.
Acceptance
of occasional failure
e.
Learn decision-makina
f.
Control emotions
q.
Learn compassion
h.
Know how and when to share
i.
Physical
growth occurs at different rates
3.
How does a newborn baby affect the family?PaGents care for the children
1.
Each child has a place in the home
2.
Reasons for rivalry,
a.
Reassurance of love
b.
Pow do living things grow?
Physical growth and development chanoes
1.
Social interaction expands out of the family
2.
c.

B.

C

III.

Understanding our Changing Body,Efurfng Growth and Development
A., Infancy
Early childhood
B.
Preadolescence
C.
D.
Adolescence
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III.

Understanding our Changing Body During Growth and Development (Cont.)

E. Maturity
F.

IV.

V.

Old age

Background Orientation and Terminology Related to the Reproductive System
Parts of the body
A.
Functions
B.
Sex-Related Topics
Secondary sex characteristics
Menstruation
B.
C.
Masturbation
Infatuation, and crushes
D.
Sexual maturity and responsibility - developing
E.
standards of conduct
A.

II
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LEARVING AHD EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1.

Discuss the anatomy and physiology of the reproductive system of selected lower mammal's and compare them with the human reproductive
system.

2.

Draw pictures of self - (boy or girl).

3.

Discussion on "Where did you come from?"

4.

Display life-sized anatomy chart.

5.

Ask children to bring in illustrations of, parents and thei
(plant, insect, animal and human).

6.

Clarify misconceptions.

offspring

Psk the children to cutout pictures from magazines illustrating care
'and attention of new arrivals.

7.

8.

9.

Use a full length mirror in. the classroom to see differences in growth,
etc. (male and female).

Have boys discuss what they like about being male or girls discuss
what they like about being female. (Teachers should emphasize similarities rather than differences.)
To illustrate animal birth from eggs within the body provide the classroom with a pet (mouse, rabbit or hamster).

10.

Discuss misconceptions regarding masturbation and menstruation.

11.

Discuss the secondary sex characteristics that occur at 'different ageS
infanty, early childhood, preadolescence, adolescence' and maturity.

12.

Discuss thoroughly optimal grooming and persdnal hygiene habits of both,
r.
boys and girls.

13.
,

Show students transparencies or charts of a boy and girl during the preHave students discuss
adolescent and adolescent period of their lives.
Discuss the following physical, chemical
the observable differences.
(hormonal) and personality changes that occur during puberty:
MALE - Deepening of the voice, enlargement of the testicles, sperm cell
production, ejaculation, increased production of androgens, pubic hair,
axillary hair, appearance of beard, surge in growth, cardiovascular and
respiratory growth, increased shoulder breadth, larger chest cavity, increased muscular definition, greater agility and motor coordination, development of reaction spe6d and perceptual-motbr,skills, changes in metabolism, members of the opposite sex becoMe increasingly attractive,
many new relationships and prOlems,develop, masturbatory exneriences,
heterosexual activity likely to begin.

9I

FEMALE - Voice deepens slightly, changes in metabolism, increased pro-,
duction of estrogens, pubic hair, axillary hair, onset of menarche,'
ovulation, breast development, deposition of fat in skin, development
of heterosexual feelings, masturbatory experiences not as likely as in
male.

Stress the reasons for the changes and why they are necessary, for maturation.
14.

Discuss tondition of acne and importance of skin care and good grooming.

15.

Have children label parts of body in a drawing (ditto, or bulletin board
drawing).

16.

Tell how you help at home, discuss many different ways of helping (i.e.
manners, smiling, taking turns, etc.).

17.

Develop a story about family get-togethers, trips, and celebratiOns.

18.

Discuss how children.of different backgrounds do things different

19.

Discuss relationships with brothers, sisters, mother, father in home
(respecting property, privacy, etc:).

20.

Tell how assuming responsibility for personal cleanliness aqd possessions can express consideration for others in the family a`-at
school.

21.

Ask students to talk to their father to determine what ,his job is, why
he must have4 job that will take him from his home, how this job
effects him and the other members of his family. Repeat this activity
with a mother' to determine what her responsibilities are at home, wh t
effect her work has on the other members of the family, what effect er
working out of the home could have on the family. Have childrurpre ent
reports on the results of the discussions with parents.
Make a pictorial display of similar needs of all living things (air,
light, 'food, rest, water, etc.). Compare these to the human needs
which familWes meet.

23.

Grow two sets of plants - give one proper care and deprive the other
of good soil, water, sunlight. Frequently compare and discuss results
/

24.

25.

Read a poem or a story of animal habits. Discuss how they are used for
winter sleep. Make paper dolls or posteri of humans living different
clothing for various seasons or for various climates.
Note the difference in size.
Observe the birth of fish in aquarium.
Use pictures of other mother and baby animals or visit a farm or zoo,
observe the male and female animals. Note the differences in.color,
Compare similarities and differences in human
size, plumage, etc.
mothers and their babies.
Show clays uncooked egcrand a baby chick. Develop ide7, that chicken
once,lived in the egg and was nourished by it.

9
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27.

28.
29.

Display pictures of .mammals and their babies; observe ways in which
(Through discussion help children to
all these animals are alike.
discover that these animals did notlay eggs.)
Share information about birth of pets at home.

Have children bring to school"pictures of their own fampies. Observe the ways in which the children are like the father, mother,
4
aunt, uncle, or grandparents.

30.

Write and illustrate the following pages for a booklet:
How I am like my mother.
How I am like my father.
How I am different from my mother.
How I am different from my father.
Or select any relative or adult.

31.

Show children packets of various vegetable or flower seeds. Plant
the seeds. Observe that the seeds Ooduce'the kinds of plants from
which they came.

32.

Discover that the new
Plant cuttings from geranium or ivy plants.
plants are the same as the one from which the cuttings are made.

33.

Use fertilized eggs and observe incubation and early growth of
Use plastic models of growth of chicken-.
chicken.

34.

Use day-old chicks or small animals and discuss the necessity/
feeding and cleaning up'body wastes.

/

//

35.

Discuss the parental care of babies in their own homes.

36.

Dramatize the alotherian d father taking care of a new-b6rn child in

/
,/,

the hthei.
37.

Have children c6liect picturesshowing the differe t kinds of homes
used by animal and bird life.

33.

Chart the developmental stages of different kinds of animal life
(when did they first w31k, feed themselves, leave their homes).

39.

Visit a pet shop to observe how the owner handles animals.
a member of the SPCA to demonstrate care of pets.

40.

Read stories aboUt family life in other lands.

41.

Utilize exchange.students (if available) to discuss family
hisAer country.

42.

Nake'a bulletin board display of people or other countries", emona
sizing differences in clothes, customs, etc.

43.

Bring cultural objects of various nationalities for display.
children compare our!cul ture with others studied.

,,/

-,l)o .

44.1 taste foods and play qam,!,-, appropriate to other countries.
the advantages of living in our country.

Invite

in

Have

Discuss

Children ask 'grandparents to tell about childhood experiences related

to frily.
46.

Discuss neighborhood activities*,. cooperative projects of-neighbors
PTA;, Scouts, etc.

.

.

.

47.

Initiate ,creative activities in class to develop desirable variety in.
the family interests.

48.

Plan a booklet- that wiql use pictures*OTm baby days to present age
showing progress,

49.

Show the film My_Turtle Died'Ioday or read the book and discuss with
the class.

50.

Show and'Ailscuss the film The Day Grandpa Died.

51.

Havethe class draw pictures, depicting the-various members of the
C
family at work.

52,

Have children discuss adults other than.parerits who take care of
children - day nursery, etc.

53:

Help the children to compiie a list of things at home which belona
exclusively to them and another list of things which belangto everyone in:the,family.
one

,
-

,

54.- Encourage ,the pupils to ,act out seines to show ways' in which the famii
ly members share with one another.

55.' Ask the children to tell hOw they help to take care of-he family
property.

56.- Plan with the children- picnics, 'birthday and'holiday celebrations.'
Suggest that they carry'out plans at home..

v. Make a chart ,on which' you show how much student time is spent with \,
school family; compare with home family (do not include sleep time).
N.,\\
pictures,of happy families.
a happy family.

Have children list things that make

59.

Learn games that whole families can play together.

60.

Prepare alskit to show how parellits help us.

61.

Make a surprise gift for the pai-ents or the home.

62.

List with the children the.home duties that young children may be
Evaluate,
able to assist with or assume.

63.

Discuss what happens when dutios are not carried out in the-home.
r
,

f.

4,0
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RESOURCES

ty.

Books:

The Story of How Life Begins. by Milton S. Levine, M:D.
flew York,Golden Press, 1949. Written for
the child 6 to 10 years ofage, this Is a book for parents to read
with their ypungster. The story of.how life begins is told objectively and directly and emphasizes the love relationship of the
PR-0204
fxlily unit.

&Baby is Born:

and .Jean H. Siligmann.

About Eggs and Creatures That Hatch From Them, by Melvin John
Melmont Publishers, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1966, 591

61;

U

Aesopts Fables, a Keith Jennison book; Franklin Watts, Inc. Publishers,
575 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Illy, by Judith
Voirst; Atheneum Publishers

`All Alone With Daddy, by Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publisheis, Inc.,
Ellen is a little girl who likes to be alone with-her
1969.
father. 1Chile her mother is away, Ellen tries to take her
mother's place in her parent's porld. Available through
6
SEIMC.. FL-0167
Animals and Their Young, Glenn O. Blough; RowPeterson and Company,
Evanston, Illinois, 1949, 591
.13

Before You Were a Baby; Thomaa Y. Crowell Company, 201 Park Avenue South,
New York, Ilew York 10003, Ages 4-8, $3.50
Growinly (1, Growing Olderf Nbrth Shore Comnittee on the Older Adult;
Holt, Rinehart'and Winfton, Inc., 19E4, 612
N
"_J

Happiness is ai Warm Puppy, Charles M. Schulz
I Am Here,

I

Cein DG It,

a Family and

t

1,-t0/ Friends

and I, Muriel Stanek;

Benefic Press, Chicago, Illinois,7967,7047,-TTeT-of books -

S

Mental Health)

Let's Read and Find -out, Science Book, Paul and Kay SperryShowers

Love isia Special Way of Feeling, Joan Walsh Anglund
LuL:ya Secret Pocket, \Obout Stealing)

\

\.

Monarch Buttergi, Marion W. Marcher; E.M. Hale and\ICompany, Eau Claire,
,
Wisconsin, 1954, 595.7
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Books - (Cont.

Mx Turtle Died Today, Edith G. Stull; Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1964

E
S

The Old Man On Our Block, Agnes Snyder; Bolt, Rinehart & Winston,

Inc.

New York, VP E
S

One Day Ever thin2 Went Wrong, Elizabeth Vreckin; Follett Publishing Co.,
New_Yor ,-1966 E
V

One Little Girl, Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publishers, Inc., 1969. This
Because she is retarded, Laurie is called
is the story of Laurie.
a "slow child," but she finds out she is only slow in doing some
The things she can do well ,she enjoys and takes pride-in
things.
doing. Available through SEIMC. FL-0170
See How It Grows, Marguerite Walters; Grossit and Dunlap, New York,

-Tn4

E

W
Stories From Inside/Out, Orvis A. Harrelson; Bantam Books, Inc., School
10019; 1974
CO-Mge Division",,666 Fifth Avenue, New York; M. Y.
Stories From Inside/Out: A.Discussion Guide For Parents and Teachers,
OrviTT. Harrelson; Bantam Books, Inc., 365bol & ColTiTe Division,
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019; t.74

The True Book of Animal Babies, Illa Podendorf; Children's Press, Chicago,

171-inois,79S-771
Twins, Margaret Rush Lerner; Lerner Publications Company, 241 First
Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401, 612.6
L

yp Above and Down Below, Irma Wibber; Scott, Foresthan and Company,
New York, 581

What's Inside, (the story of an egg that hatched), May Gorelick;
WilliaTTR. Scott, Inc., New Ybrk, 598
G

Films:

Adelie Oenguinsof the Antarctic, BOCES #833-33, 23 minutes
Animals and Their Homes, BOCES #831-13, 11 minutes
--T--

Autumn,River Cam

,

BOCES #833-25, 26 minutes

Big People, Li tle Efople, BOCES #831-140, 9 minutes
I

Birth of Nipples, BOCES #832-82, 16 minutes
Boy to Man, B CES #832-27, 16 minutes
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Films - (Cont.):

Butterfly, BOCES 0831-183, 9 minutes
Care of Pets, BOCES 0832-38, 13 minutes_
Chicks and Chickens, BOCES #831-247, la mincites
The Day Grandpa Died, BOCES #831 -360, 11 Minutes
Families, BOCE5,11831-240; 10 minutes

Farm Babies and Their Mothers, BOCES 0831-55, 11 minutes
Farmyard Babies, BOCES 0831-56, 11 minutes
Fertilization and Birth, BOCES 0831-186, 10 minutes
i

1

to Woman, BOCES .#832-28, 16 minutes

Granliy Lives in Galway, BOCES #813-121, 26 minutes
14,

Gray Squirrel, BOCES #831-63, 10 minutes
Growing_ Embryo, BOCES #832-92, 17 minutes

Happy Little,Hamsters, BOCES 0832199, 13 mi nut es
Honeymoon, BOCES #831-371, 9 minutes
Human and Animal Beginnings, BOCES #832-75, 73 minutes
Inside/Out Series, BOCES (video cassettes),,j15 minutes each:
Breakup
,,Brothers & Sisters
'Nome Sweet Home
In My Memory
I Want To
Jeff's Company
Living With Love
Love, Susan
Must I?/May I?
Someone Special
Travelin' Shoes \
Little Gray Neck, BOCES #832 -162, 18 minutes

Little Hiawatha, BOCES 0831-284, 8 minutes
My Friend the Fish, BOCES #832-163, 18 minutes

a Mother is the Most Beautiful Woman in the World, BOCES #831-147,
9 minutes

1:0
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Films - Cont.:
Oy.Turtle Died-Today, BOCES #831T.148, 9 minutes
What is a, Family?, BOCES #831-400; 8 minutes

Wonders of Plant Growth, BOCES #831-119, 11 minutes
You, BOCES #832-419, 17 minutes

Pamphlets:

/

Inside/Out, A Guide for Tekhers, National Instructional Television
1670 South Bayihore Blvd., Sdn Mateo, CA.
Center, Suite
This guide or any parts thereof may be reproduced with
94402.
All inquiries should be directed to NIT, Box A,
consent.
Bloanington, Indiana 47401
All video tapes
Available from BOCEz.y. in limited quantities.
available from BOCES on the 29 "Inside/Out" programs.

Filmstrips and Cassettes:

Growing Into Manhood, BOCES #333=90, 26 minutes
Growing Into Womanhood, BOCES #333791, 26 minutes

Kits:

DUSO Kit I, grades K-2, BOCES #123-17

DUSO Kit II, grades 3-A, BOCES #123-18

HEN:

Family_Life Education, BOCES #HN-12
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CONSUMER, ENVIRONMENTAL ,AND PUBLIC HEALTH

OVERVIEW

The mentally handicapped are consumers. Furthermore, handicapped
children watch television as much if not more than their non-handicapped
It
peers, and are the.victims of advertising claims every bit as often.
is tremendously important to make every child recognize false old misleading advertising, and distinguish between useful and effective consumer products and those that may be useless or even harmful.

Intermediate grade children must become familiar with the many
natural environmental conditions that man must, to some extent, control
in order to remain healthy. They should know that water must be purified
before drinking, for example, and that it is unsafe for them to drink the
water in streams and lakes.

--

However, pupils should be taught that not all, of the things man does
to the environment are good. Some factories make the air and water dirty.
Beer and soft drink cans along the edges of highways are examples of one
way people make the environment dirty and messy.

Although there are people and agencies within the community to help
each person has the responsibility of doing
make it a safe place to
his best to keep water, air, parks, lawns, cities,and country roads neat
and clean fort everyone to enjoy.
The children n ed to discuss together the things they can doto help
If thek\understand that-trees have to be
--and there are qui e a few!
----cot-domn-in-order-t -make-the -pager_th?Y_ose in school,AMA_tbat-mal(es
the landscape bare and ugly, they may be more willing to write.on both
sides of the page, npi,mhen coloring, o color all thp way to the edges.
If ,there is a recycling center in the tommunity: a visit can be educational and fun.

These Students should also be aware 'of the importance of a variety
of people in the health of the public as Well as their own roles in
public health. Since millions of dollars are spept on useless health
aids,.they should also be made aware of quackery and its effects on the /
public.

1.j2
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OBJECTIVES

1.

Describe the nature of advertising and promotion practices.

2.

List some purposes of advertising.

3.

Analyze truth in advertising.

4.

Evaluate deceptive packaging techniques and higher costs.

5.

Identify techniques used by advertisers that take advantage of the
psychological reactions of consumer groups.

6.

Develop criteria for evaluating advertising and making better use of
health dollar's.

7.

Define the basic concepts relating to the environment.

8.

Identify the, elements within the natural-environment and those created
by man.that have the potential for being harmful.

9

Illustrate the physical limitations of our.natural resourees%

10.

Cite examples of actions that-demonstrate the responsibility of the
individual for preserving and enhancing the quality of his environment'.

11.

Analyze the role of the people in the family, school, community,"
nation_and_world that cooperate to protect the environment.
.

12./ Describe how the contamination of the environment through abuse is a
genuine threat to..-man's health and future existence.
Explain how man is dependent upon his environment.
14.

Describe the factors that determine when one shOuld make use of
health services, i.e., avoid the dangers of medical neglkt, selfdiagnosis and self-treatment for himself and others for whom he has
a responsibility.

15.

Identify the factors that influence self-mdicatiqn,

16.

Distinguish between prescription drugs and over-the-counter drugs.,

17.

Distinguish between medical and non-medical health practitioners.

18.

Evaluate the practice of using affOther person's medication.

19.

Describe the characteristics of, health quackery.

20.

Devefop.criteria for making the most of one',s health dollar.

1 03
r
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21.

Express an understanding of the roles, responsibilities and trainings
required.in health careers.

22.

Cite.not only the financial but the humanitarian rewards of health
occupations.

23.

Express an awarenes,s of future opportunities in health careers.

104
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.

Accurate information on labels, in advertising and promotions, are
consumer rights.

2.

The quality of a product may mean spending more - a bargain is not
alwaysa saving of money.

3.

Consumer health involves wise judgment and selection of health information, products and services that pertain to health.

.

.

4.

There are agencies and groups that protect the health consumer.

5.

Our envirojiment, which includes the immediate surroundings, and the
people in the surroundings, has an effect on us.

6';

Proper sanitary disposal methods are essential to the health and
welibeing of any conrmunity and environment.

7.

We are dependent upon many people for'safe water and air.

8.

Without safe water and air, human life could not continue.

-.9.

10.
111,.

There are living and non-living hazards in our environment.
-Each of us can improve his environment.

Many health agencies and organizations serve, protect and inform the
consumer.

12

Laws and regulations protect our health and health of others.

13.

Professionally trained health specialists safeguard our health.

14.

Harm can result from self-diagnosis, self- medication, and tne,unwise
use of drugs, medicines, devices, cosmetics, and dietary supplements.

15.

16.

Unlimited opportunities are available in many fields under the broad
'spectrum of,health careers for those students who are interested in
richly rewarding occupations.
Health career opportunities "can lead to great satisfactions that one ,
receives from helping others.

CONTENT OUTLINE

The Individual as a. Health Consumer

I.

A.

What isaqkealth consumer?
Who are health consumers?

C. .,How are health consumers' important?

Influence on the kinds of health services and products
made available
Prices of items are affected by consumer actions
2.
Influence On the quality of health services and products
3.
What special problems do'health consumers face?.
Deciding when to seek health services
1.
What health problems can be treated without visiting a
2.
doctor
Self-medication
a.
The hazards of treating oneself for illnesses
b.
The Scientific Revolution
3.
How to be .an intelligent health consumer
Purchasing and usingAdrugs and medicines
1.
1
Prescription medicines
a.
Non-prescription medicines
b.
Labeling
1.
.__Limitations of use
Other pertinent information
Choosing medical and dental care
2.
Types of medical doctors
e.
Health-related specialists
b.
Dentists
c
t
Other nonmedical health,persotiel
d.
A look at how-the health consumer can sel ct his health
e.
advisor
Sources of information
1.
Criteria for selection
2.
Making the most of the health dollar
3.
Knowing what is needed before buying
a.
Comparing values and checking the quality of
b.
products and services
Following the advice of your physician
'c.
Buying health prbducts in sensible quantities
d.
1.

D.

E.

.3.

,

II.

1

Health Advertising and Promotion
Definitions of important terminology
Advertising
1.

A.

2.

B.

Purposes of
1.

dvertising

Stimulat17 buying

Educating the consumer.
The responsibilities of advertisers tolconsamers
Advertising and truthful claims
1.
Advertising messages in .good taste
2.
Advertisements
and respect for'the privacy of the individual
3.
Advertising
on
labels and its accuracy
4.
2.

C.
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III.

Undesirable Promotional and Advertising Techniques
General criticisms of health advertising
A.
Claims are distorted beyond that. which is apprbved.n
1.
the products final printed labeling
Deceptive research claims
2.
Encourage unnecessary purchases
3.
Stimulate emotional rather than rational buying
4.
Advertising increases the cost of health products
5.
Advertising language is often confusing and meaningless
6.
Health product ads often contain more half-truths than
7.
truths
8.
B.

p.

Otheri criticisms

Deceptive health advertising
Testimonials
1.
Guarantees
2.
Incomplete labeling
3.
Deceptive packaging
4.
Exploitation o special groups
5.
Children
a.
Teenagers
b.
c. Older population
Other deceptive teOniques6.
Fictitious bargain
a.
The "favoced few"
b.
Bait advertising
c.
'

\
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LEARNING AND EVANATIVE ACTIVITIES

2

t
).

Select and discuss some of the pamphlets and publications related to
consumer health with your parents.

Z.

Write in class a definition of what is Meant.by consumer health and
health information, products and services.,

3.

Discuss the statement, "Everyone is a health consumer:"

4.

Interview or-invite to class a representative of the Better Business
Bureau to explain the gullibility of the American public and hoW the
consumer is being prOtected.

5.

Have the'Class list some of the products that affect health; classify
them as beneficial or harmful substances.

6.

Compare contents of the same product obtained at high and low prices
Possibly the
and quality of items purchaSed in a discount store.
book The Medicine Bhow

7. 'Develop a criteria for selecting and purchasing personal health
who reco*ends, selling motives,
products by reviewing-costs,
etc.
8.

,

Make Asters, bulletin board'displays heightening the emotional appeals
of advertised health products.

9.

Display pictures of gadgets and devices or the real objects gold

These might be.obtained from the Food and Drug Administration
quacks.
or other groups.
10.

Arrange a trip 0 a water treatment plant or tp a.conservatPon area.
Class discussion on the variety of responsibilities in ,these areas.
Discussion of federal, state and local laws concerning these areas.

11.

Discuss how Water beco4s unfit to drink.

12.

-

c

Write individual or group letters for information on rodent control,
'insect control, garbage disposal, etc. in your area.

13.

Compare food waste in this country with that in other countries.

14.

Diagram and discuss the water cycle.

15.

Have representatives of the American Red Cross and Civil Defense explan
their role in such events as floods, tornadoes, fire, nuclear warfare,

/

etc.
16.

Collect pictures of ponds; lakes, rivers, and reservoirs and ask the
class, "Would you drink from or swim in these places? ,Why ?"

108
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Discuss the work being done to prevent pollution in recreational and
camping areas; have the students construct posters showing how they
could help to maintain these areas.
18.

Have representatives from local industries explain to class how they
Have class visit industry.
cooperate to keep air and/or-water clean.

19.

Investigate the nature of air pollution and the role of the health
department in this problem.

20.

Ask a sanitarian to discuss health and sanitation-laws with your
class.

21.'jnvite local public health official to discuss the laws in your area
which govern waste disposal.
22.

Pupils write reports on the methods of sewage disposal in the coMMunity, and the problems related to these procedures.

23.

Discuss proper methods of waste disposal fromhomes.
Visit hospiipls, restaurants, etc. to observe these laws being en-

'24.

fdrced!
Ins

25.

Ask students to be aware of unsanitary practices or of heavily littered
Have them determine if a law is being
aPeas observed'in the community.
broken and if there is an agency to correct the problem.

26,

Discuss household and field pests (rats, mice, roaches, flies, other
rodents.-

27.
-

Discussion on local 'efforts
Arrange a 'trip to sewage disposal plant.
to protect water (proximity of sewer lines to, fresh water lines),

wafer purification methods, redy0ing tecbniques.
28,

29.

Hose children identify other medi,cal,specialistS and to hl what each
pediatrician, dermatologist, ophthalmologist,
(Examples:
does.
Have children discuss their relationship with the
obstetrici'an.)
pediatrician-and the dentist.

Invite the school nurse or physician to discuss what health services
are needed by a family-and how,these may be secured.

30.

Invite a physician toAiscuss his training, ethical standards, daily
work, writing a prescription, and local requirements for a license to
practice medicine.

31.

Have students ask parents to help them check filters in air conditioners,
humidifiers, stove hoods, furnaces, etc.

32.

fs there a career for you?
occupations.

Develop a bulltin board, of health-related

1.09
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RESOURCES

Books:

A Tree is a Plant, Clyde Robert Bulla; Thomas Y. Crowell Company,

About Jerry, Jimmy and the Pharmacist, Frances B. Thompson; Melmont
Purlishers, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1964, 615

Big City Workers, C. Ureli aid E. Vraken; Follett Publishing Co.,
Chicago, Illinois, 331.7
U

//

Dentist's Tools, Carolyn Lapp; Medical Books for Children; Lerner
Publications, Inc., 241 First, Avenue ilo-rth, Minneapolis,
55401, 1961, 617.6
Minnesota
L

7

Doctor's Tools, Marguerite Rush LeOer, M.D.; MediCal Books for
Children;'Lerner Publication, Inc., 241 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401, 1959, 610
L

k

Air-Pollution, A First Film, BOLES #831-252

,

8 minutes

-1

The Animals Are Crying,130CES #832-282, 15 minutes
Baby Rabbit, BOCES 1831-309, 11, minutes.

Communities Keep Clean, BOCES #831-204, 11 minutes

The End of One, BOCES #831-220, 7 minutes

'

Everglades (National Park), BOCES #831-361-, 7 minutes -

Forest Fisherman, Story of an Otter, BOCES #832 -238, 16 minutes

Growing, Growing, BOCES #831-276, 11.minutes.
How About It ?; BOCES (iideo cassette), 7 minutes
Inside/Out Series:

BOCES (video cassettes), )5 minutes, ach

Buy a riV=
Just =One- Place
You Ber22191
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films (Cont.):

The Lorax,d3OCES #833-87, 24 minutes
Must We Have Noise?, BOCES (video'cassette) 11 minutes
Our Wilderness, BOCES #831-274, 10 minutes
Preserving Aur American Wilderness, BOCES #831-275, 10 minutes

Uncle Smiley Follows the Seasons, BOLES 032-177, 13 minutes
Uncle Smiley Goes to the Beach, BOCES'#832-172, 13 minutes
Uncle Smiley Goes Camping, BOCES #832 -173, 16 minutes

Uncle Smiley Goes Planting, BOCES #832-174, 15 minutes
Uncle Smiley Goes Recycling, BOCES #832-175, 13 minutes
Uncle Smiley Goes

the River, BOCES #832-178,\12

Uncle Smiley aneihe Junk Yard Playground, BOCES #832-176, 13 pinutes
.What Our Town Does foia Us, BOLES #831-24, 11 minutes
,

Where Should a Squirrel Live?, BOCES #8312173, 11 minutes
Wonders in a Country Stream, BOCES #831-117, 11 minutes
Wonders in Your Own Backyard,.BOCES #831-118; 11 minutes

Woods and Things, MCES #831-277, 11 minbtes

Filmstrips and Casetees:
Wildlife Ecology, BOCES #392-5

C

Witchcraft to Modern Medicine, BOCES #392-7

Filmstrip and Record:

*

Alge-rnon, the Ambulance, International cducatiorAind Training, Inc.,
Hew Highway, Farmingdale, H. ?. '11735
,1-17

HENS:.

Cdhsumer Education Materials, BOCES #HN-6
Environmental Health, BOCES #HN-11
1 I. 1
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
OVERVIEW.

Safety education should originate within the home and be continued
in the school. Experiences4come through daily living and through class
instruction in safety. Safety education must be given itslrightful place
The resources of many non-school agencies
to all classes,not in just one.
can be-used toenrich the overall program. The Fire Department, the Traffic
Division of the Police Department, insurance companies and industrial safety
engineers can all contribute to the basic school safety program. We must
make life as safe as possible, and provide a planned progoam of safety eduhabits, skills and
cation. An annual safety week program is not enough as
desirable attitudes develop slowly.
All programs for handicapped children are most valuable when they provide
Children who have, seen animals up close and perhaps
for direct involvement.
touched them; children who have visited a bakery, a post office and an automobile assembly plant, children who have made pottery or baked cakes or
climbed the Statue of Liberty have a much better idea 9f what is involved
in each than the child who has simply read or heard alfout them. Yet each
has an.element of danger which must be taken into consideration by the
children if accidents are to be avoided.
What should the children be prepared to do if accidents occur? For'a
child who-doeS not know what to do, to attempt to help someone who is hurt
may result in further injury tdthe victim. Children should concentrate on
They shoul --learning how and when to help themselves when they are young.
erielse
or
when
they
learn to.recognize when to get help for someone
ow
their
They
shoul
themselves.
ously enough hurt to request help for,
ent and the
own phone number, and where to find that of'the fire depa:=
Ker,
however,
should
police station, The main emphasis with young
be preventive.

OBJECTIVES

1.

Identify unsafe situations and learn to avoid them.

2,

Identify common safety hazards in one's home, school and community.

3.

Practice behavioral traits which will enhance the safety of oneself
and others.

4.

Define the specific roles of the peo'nle directly related to-the promotion of safety in the school and community.

5.

Identify areas of risk to jndividual and group safety tat Might
occur during a particular season of the year.
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IdePtify areas of risk to individual and group safety that might occur
during a particular season of the year.
7.

Describe the major responsibilities of being a pedestrian, a bicyclist,
\anda bus passenger.

8.

Demonstrate courtesy with peers.

9.

Define,,a selected number of schodnafety rules.

10.

Coptribute toward the development of a safe school environment,----

11.

Identify the hazards that relate to various

12.

Illustrate relationships.between

13.

Relate precautions,tetetothe reduction of hazards and accidents.

14.

Li

15.

Demonstrate the effective use of first aid supplies.

16.

A
1

ivities.

an behavior and, accidents.

emergencies which may occur during the course of daily living
at would require first aid.

.0se first aid techniques to combat different emergency situations'.

17.

Practice mouth -to -mouth resuscitation.

18.

Formulate the concept that natural and man-made environmental factors
jnflence.health and safety and that some environmental conditions can
be modified and controlled.
.Distinguish between safe and potentially hazardous activities.

'A)

MAJOR CONCEPTS

1.

Increased freedom in play activities requires safety practices.

2.

A knowledge of the cause and kind of(accidents can help individuals
plan for more responsible.action.

3.

School accident prevention depends on every individual.

4.

Many home accidents can be eliminated by the action of individual
family members.

5.

The individual must assume responsibility for the safety of himself
and others.

6.

Fire prevention is part of civic and individual responsibility.

7.

Knowledge and pra,ctice of safety rules in recreational activities
helps' prevent accidents.

8.

Appropriate responses to hazardous and emergency situations should
be studied and'practiced.

9.

Play activities are,fun, but must be controlled.

A

10.

products
There are harmful substance\in certain plants, animals and
of which we should become aware and should avoid.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I.

Traffic ,Safety

D.

Traffic signs
Identifying accident causes
Pedestrian accidents
Safety patrol

F.

atcyclg-----

F.

Seat belts

A.
B.
C.

II.

III.

Safety in and Around the Water
A.
Swimming can be fun
B.
Boating and safety regulations

,

Safety with Fire
es and their proper use and storage
A. 'Mat
Serk common liquids that can burn
B.
Community efforts in fire protection
C.
Man-made causes of fires .
R.
Proper procedures to follow in case of fire
E.
The fire drill at school and at heTe
1.
Plans for each specific area of the school and home
2.
\

.

IV.

I

Home Safety
A.- Falls and their prevention
Burns and scalds and how to avoid them
B.
Poisoning (gas)
C.
Poisoning (solid and liquid)
D.
Electrical problems and emergencies
E.
Safety devices
1.
2.
Signs of trouble
F.. Other miscellaneous home hazards

V.' School Safety
Classroom environment
A.
Corridor's and stairs need to be kept safe
B.
School grounds and play equipment safety precautions
C.
Laboratory and safety'rules
D.
Auditorium and rules of conduct
E.
Gymnasium safety
F.
Lavatory behavior.
G.
VI.

School `Bus Safety
A.
B.

C.
D.

Safety while waiting for the bus
Safe actions while boarding and riding
Safe behavior when and after leaving the school bus
Emergency bus drills

VII. _Safety on the Holidays
Halloween
A.
1.
Costumes

/,

2.

Trick or, treat
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B.

Christmas
1.

Makingyour tree a safe one

Decorations - pretty but safe'
Easter
Independence Day
2.

.

VIII.

.

Outdoor Safety'
Winter spofts activities
Safe ice skating
1.
2.
Safety on the ski slopes

,/

A.

3.

Sedding,and tobogganing

.B. "Summer .sports
1.
2.

3.

'4.

Baseball
Kite flying
Camping and hiking
Nature's hazards
a.
Snakes
Poisonous plants
b.
Thunder and lightning storms
c.
.

IX.

Basic First Aid
Basic principles
Sending for help
1.
Providing
for comfort and safety of victim within limits
2.
Control of'bleeding
B.
Types of bleeding
1.
a.
Nosebleed
b.- Cuts and abrasions
Puncture wounds
c.
Methods
of control
2.
Direct
pressure
a.
Application of cold pa.cks
b.
Burns
Heat induced
1.
Cold water
a.
Degrees of bOrns
b.
Chemical burns.
2.
Wash immediately
a.
Acids and bases
b.
See doctor as ssoon,as possible'
c.
Exposure to cold
Movement to\restore circulation
_1.
Gradual warMing
2.
Poison
E.
Get help imm diately
1.
Poison c ntrol center
a.
Physician or hospital
b.
Leave poison ources for medical person's observation
2.
Insect bites and stings
F.
1.
Wash
Disinfect
2.
if necessary
Seek medical he
3.
Animal bites
G.
Wash and.disinfe t
1,
2., Get profestional kielp

A.

.

.

.
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Know how to contact help
1.
Doctor
2.
Police, fire or emergency squad
3.
Poison Control Center (if near one)

H.

,

,

kl

Or,`47`2"."

,

."
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,

LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE- ACTIVITIES

1.

Bring in newspaper accounts of accidents and have discussion period
to try and determine causes and prevention.

2. H6e a member of local police department explain rules and regulations
concerning equipment and operation of, bicycle.
3.

Have bicycle inspection at school to determine if properly equipped,
licensed and registered.

4.

Have a bicycle safety court.

5.

Discuss practices which will avoie)accidents due to these hazards.
Make up appropriate slogans and posters for display.

6.

Organize a "clean-up the playground" period to remove hazardous
objects.

7.

Collect and discuss news articles on home accidents and ways in which
these accidents might have Veen prevented.

8.

Make a card for home use listing telephone number of fire and police
departments, ambulance, family .doctor, nearest relative, and poison
control center.

9.

Collect data on the causes of fires in homes, public buildings and
forests.

10.

Invite an electrician from the power company to discuss electrical
hazards with the class.

11.

Correspond with insurance companies to determine the number Of home
falls and how this rates with other acOidents,involving relatives
and close friends.

12.

Discuss the following in relation to camping; fire hazards, drinking
water, axe and knife safety, hiking, poisonous pTants, wild animals,
getting lost in woods, keeping and leaving a clean campsite.'

13.

Investigate,Micre swimming lessons are being given in the community,
and discuss swimming safety including.the following:
The need/or knowing how to swim well.
Having supervision whenever young people are swimming.
Safety procedures for diving, using inflated devices,
ss,wimming in ocean or surf.

De onstrate various non-swimmer rescue techniques.
Describe buddy System.
Staying in water too long and swimming after eating.
Getting a suntan and going barefoot.
.

14.

Show how changes in our way of living bring about new hazards and how
old hazards disappear (curling irons, drying hair in oven, being kicked
by horse, using ice picks, kerosene lamps, etc.).
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15.

Discuss the hazards associated with large crowds.

16.

Have bicycle check to see that bikes are properly identified and parked.

17.

Develop a simple checklist and conduct survey for hazards in buildings,
on grounds, student conduct, etc.

18.

Prepare original plays involving safety `rules and precautions.

19.

Prepare an exhibit of hazardous objects or materials found in homes such
as metal toys with sharp edges, rugs without rubber backing, oily rags
improperly stored, and easily accessible poisonous substances.

20.
21.

Participate in fire drills,. Discuss ways to improve fire drills.
location of fire safety equipment in building.

Notice

Display of recreational equipment such as canoe, gun, skates, sled, skis,
bat, ffSh hook, etc.; select one item and write good safety practices for
using that item.
.

22.

Make:posters-of swimming rules.

23.

Put up' bulletin board display illustrating safe swimming practices.

24.

Write a report on local swimming areas.

25.

Demonstrate what to do and what not to do when someone else is in trouble
in the water.

26.

Make a list or gather examples of as many types of fire extinguishers
Find out the types of fire for which, each one is most
as you can.
effective.
-

.

/

1

27.

Discover means'of personal protection in case'of fire.

28.

Gather news clippings about recent fires.
could have been avoided.

29.

Prepare a dispj4-of fire fighting equipment.

30.

Research and report on the history of fire fighting.,

31.

Investigate modern-day methods of controlling fires.

32.

Conduct experiments on the physical and chemical principles of fire.

33.

Make a list of important telephone numbers fort use in emergency.

34.

Plan a first'aid kit for home,.automobile, camping, or hiking.

35.

Invite a nurse or physician to speak to class about importance of first
aid and basic procedures.

36.

Plan a demonstration of the Koper method of artificial respiration.

37.

Have a first aid, quiz contest.
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408A

Try to determine how they

b

38.

Have a demonstration of techniques by boy scouts and girl scouts who
are qualified in first,aid.

39.. Discuss and practice safety procedures for your school, for natural
phenomena which might occur in your immediate area.
40.

Discuss the increased likelihood of accidents due to inclement weather.

41.

Forlmore mature intermediate level EMR pupils who are capable, obtain a
.resusci-doll from Civil Defense or BOCES and demonstrate its use, having
the children practice in groups of two. Use instructions that are included. While children are practicing,check the respiration rate - 16 18 is about right. Let everybody have a chance to practice. Select a
child that does quite well practicing mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
Have him demonstrate on a resusci-doll for a 30 minute period without
The need for steady rate that is not too fast will be obvious.
resting.
For instance, did
Have class discussion to find out what ft was like.
the child selected get tired?

42.

Make up.safety riddles "Carry me with my point down."

43.

Discuss taking turns.

44.

Dramatize what to do if a ball rolls into a street.

45.

Draw and discuss pictures of places or things to avoid during play
(railroad tracks, bridges, refrigerators, plastic bags, caves.)

46.

Make map of neighborhood showing safe places for play and recreation.

47.

48.

49.

Demonstrate making a fire extinguisher by putting vinegar in a bottle,
adding a small amount of baking soda, which has been wrapped in tissue
- put in a stopper (rubber) with a pipette in bottle, turn upside down,
and aim mixture into a pail or sink.
(Include sparklers,
Discuss the safe use of candles at celebrations.
blasting Caps; etc.) Discuss holiday safety tips at appropriate times
Have children develop bulletin board display illustrating
of the year.
these points.

Demonstrate that a rubber-backed rug will not slip as easily as one that
is not rubber - backed.

50.

51.

52.

Discuss what could be results of skates, pencils, marbles left on stairs
or floors.

in
Have children make a collection of magazine pictures, to
dangerous.assemble
chart depicting household products which may be
pictures by rooms in a house (bathroom, laundry, etc.).
i

a

Survey
Make a display of plants to avoid (piOtures or illOstrations)`.
local neighborhood to see how many grow in your area; discuss patfng
strange berries.
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52. (Cont.)
Some cannon poisonous plants include:
hyacinth
Bulbs of:
narcissus
daffodils
autumn crocus
Star-of-Bethlehem
Leaves of:
'poinsettas
lilies Of the valley
rhubarb
Oleander
bleeding heart
Berries of:

mistletoe
daphne
Yews

Jessamine
All parts of:

laurels
elderberry

butterOps
rhododendrum
azaleas
Jack-in-the pulpit
53.

Discuss poison symbol. Construct cabinet madeof heavy paper, place
Discuss taking mediin it drawings of all things that may be poison.
cine.

54.

Discuss danger of turning on lights, or touching electrical appliances
when hands and or feet are wet.

55.

Demonstrate static electricity (walking on wool carpet, combing hair,
stroking cats! fur, etc.)

56.

Discuss what to do if an accident happens at school or home when there
is,jo adultimmediately available.

57.

Discuss reasons for laws and regulations regarding safety'and the need
to follow them.

58.

Have children make a "Ce Careful",scrapbook with pictures of hazardous
situations or places. Also_use pictures of people doing dangerous
things or using dangerous objects.

59.

Discuss safety problems encountered while going to and from school.
Include meaning of safety signs - danger, stop,,slow, school, railroad, etc.

60.

Discust why pupils should not talk to strangers or,accept anything
from- them.

Evaluate.

61.

Have children make posters showing dangerS of jaywalking.

62.

Have a Member of a snowmobile club visit class to discuss safety
pointers.

63.,

64.

walk
Darken roop and have pupils dres,sed 4n various cola)* clothing
Discuss
white.
in front of room. Be sure to hate one pupil wear
which-colors are more easily seen and the correct way to walk along
streets or highways that do not have sidewalks.

Discuss how behavior should be adjusted to meet unexpected weather
hazai-ds,

65.

Make puppets and plan a puppet show on "safety".
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'I
RESOURCES

Books:
0

.

Blue Book,'The Gogdyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio% 44316
'Bicycle "ilfty Packet, Bicycle Institute of America, 122 East 42nd Street,

New

r

,

10017_

.

;

'Bicycle Songs of Safety, Jill -and Lawrence Grossman; Holt; Rinehart, and

HeaDth and Growth - Healthful hiy-L-11 Program, Scott, Foresman & Company,
Glenview,-Ilinois 60025

__Instructor Safety-Poste, Instructor, April, 1973,
Safe Living, A K-6 SCope and Sequence,Booklet, Board of Cooperative
Educational Services, 125 Jericho Turhpike, Jericho; N. Y.
11753
Safety Action; Traffic and Pedestrian Safety. A Guide for Teachers in
thee Elementary Schools," ERIC, Ed 051 164.
Delaware State Department of Public Instructions Dover; Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.,-EDRS Prfte MF-$0:65, HC-$3:29

,

films:
Ih Case of Fire:

Meeting Strangers:

BOCES #842 -24, 20 minutes

Red Light, Green Light, BOCES_#83248, 20 minutes

One Got Fat, BOCES #832-200y

'1
She in the

Watei-,BOCES1832-332', 15 minutes

Safest Way) BOCES #842-52, 20 minutes
Safety, Adventures Out of Doors, BOCES #831-174, 11 minutes
/

.

Safety as We Play,. BOCES (video cassette), 7,minutes
*-0

School Bus Safety With Strings Attached, BOCES #843-25, 28 minutes

Survival KitPart I, BOCES #831-329, 10 minutes
SurvivAl KitIpart II, BOCES #831-330, 10 minutes

Kits:

Practoplasts: BOCES,#123:21

ResusciliGiT-BOC S W123-20
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